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Summary

lome Aspects of the Dynamic Behaviour of an Assembly Robot

dummary

This thesis deals with some aspects of the dynamic behaviour of an assembly
robot. This robot, called EPAAS, has been developed at the Philips Research
Laboratories Eindhoven. The robot has five degrees of freedom and is driven
by four linear hydraulic servomotors and one vane-rotor type servomotor.

A mathematical model has been established, to describe the dynamic
behaviour of the robot. The purpose was, to use that model for determining
control strategies.
The model is clearly structured due to a separate modelling of the arm
mechanism and the servomotors. In modelling the arm mechanism, the
assumption of rigid body mechanics was made. The model is non-linear,
contains nine time delays and is of the twenty-fifth order.

The model parameters of the arm mechanism were determined from construction
drawings and by weighing parts. The other parameters were determined via
measurements on the robot and on a separate (actuator) test setup.

The model was verified by comparing measured step responses of the robot
with step responses of the model obtained via simulation. Also a "modal
analysis" procedure was done, to get an impression of the validi ty of the
assumption of rigid body mechanics.
From the verification it follows that the model is suitable for determining
control strategies. The assumption of rigid body mechanics is valid for low
frequencies.

A parameter sensitivity analysis of the actuator models revealed that the
total model can be reduced to the fifteenth order.

An analysis of the arm mechanism model was made, to assess the influence of
coupling between the degrees of freedom and non-linear effects of the arm
mechanism, on the dynamic behaviour of the robot. This analysis showed that
substantial improvements on the control system can be attained, if parts of
the arm mechanism model are taken into account in the control strategy.
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Preface

Preface

After completing this report, it occurred to me that, due to its large
length, potential readers might hesitate in their decision about reading
it.
The length of the report may be explained by the multi-disciplinairy
character of the subject, i.e. the modelling of an assembly robot. Reducing
the report further would result in a decrease in information level, that
would be unsatisfactory for many readers as well as for the author.
It is clear that, depending on his purpose, the potential reader may be
interested either in the complete work, or only in some of its aspects. If
the former is the case, no further assistance is given. That reader is
suggested to study the report sequentially. In the latter case however, the
potential reader might be assisted with the scheme below. It indicates the
hierarchy of and the coherence between the different chapters.

1 Introduction

2 Ducription of
the robot EPAAS

4 !tadel11na the ara
lIechaDislS

3 SoaIe ..dellina aspects of
mechanical ssnipulators

5 Models of the difterent
syste. parts

7 Model ver1f1eatioD

9 Conclusions
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Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 General_..----
The present report, which is my M.Sc. thesis, describes the work I have
done at the Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven in the final stage of
my study at the Eindhoven University of Technology. It deals with some
aspects of the dynamic behaviour of the robot EPAAS, being developed at the
Philips Research Laboratories.
The following gentlemen are involved :

Ing. J. v.Gerwen
Mr. P. de Leeuw
Ing. G. Nijholt
Ir. R. v.Ommering
Mr. G. Scholl
lug. F. Vleeskens
Ing. J. Vredenbregt

My coach from Philips was Ir.A.F.Verkruissen.
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Introduction

1.2 The robot project..-...~---_..~-_.
Within the
automation.
Automation
quality of
automation,

Philips company there is a continual demand for production
This stems from the necessity for a higher productivity.

gives also often an improvement in product quality and in
labour conditions. There are in fact two types of production
viz. :

1) Hard automation

2) Flexible automation

The difference between the two types is in flexibility. Hard automation is
mainly used for mass production. The high costs of the production equipment
involved can be earned back only after a long production period, so that
this type of automation is not suitable for the production of small
batches. For these types of production there is a demand for a flexible
type of equipment, that can be used for various production series.
Among the means used for flexible automation is the product-assembly robot,
being a manipulator, freely programmable, in two or more coordinates used
for product assembly.
Robots are classified in the following groups (generations) :

1st generation : Only the arm mechanism is controlled. There is no feedback
from sensors.

2nd generation
3rd generation

There is also feedback from sensors.
The robot can evaluate experiences and adapt future action
to these experiences.

From this classification it is seen that the technological complex! ty
increases with each generation. This increase in complexity provides, in my
opinion, an increase in flexibility and reliability. As these aspects are
of major importance in the field of production automation, the final goal
of the robot project group is the development of a third generation robot.
The robot EPAAS (EPAAS stands for Experimental Programmable Adaptive
Assembly System) was developed from 1977 to 1982. At the moment the control
system is being redesigned.

8



Introduction

1.3 Task setting
------------

In the preliminary stage of my project. the following questions turned out
to be of interest :

1) What are the interactions between the degrees of freedom of the robot
and what is their importance?

2) Which aspects of the dynamic behaviour are important for the control of
the robot?

3) Is it possible to calibrate the implemented coordinate transform
automatically?

All this requires to

1) Construct a model that describes the dynamic behaviour of the system. as
far as it is important for practical control.

2) Evaluation of the static behaviour of the robot, which leads to
calibration of the coordinate transform and evaluate the possibility
of automatic calibration following this method.

This thesis deals with the dynamic behaviour of the robot. The calibration
of the coordinate transform is discussed in a technical note (Machielsen,
1983).
In the modelling proces it is necessary to define what belongs to the
system and what does not. I have chosen for modelling the robot arm,
together with the actuator circuits. The actuators are controlled by
P-controllers.
As stated before the control system is being redesigned. In this context
this model will describe the system hardware up to the inputs and outputs
of the digital control computer.

9



Description of the robot EPAAS

2 Description of the robot EPAAS

The robot, subject of my project, is called EPAAS. A detailed description
of the existing system is given by v.d.Hanenberg et al.(1982).

2.1 The robot arm.__ _--
The arm has the function of bringing the gripper from place to place in the
working space. There are many possible variations of the arm mechanism,
with the links interconnected by means of rotational or translational
joints.
In the design it was decided to construct an arm with only rotational
joints, which in its kinematic design resembles a human arm; see figure
2.1-1. The arm has a "'shoulder joint"', an "'elbow joint'" and a "'wrist
joint.... The shoulder has two degrees of freedom, the elbow one and the
wrist two. The hand (gripper) attached to the wrist, can move in a number
of ways. Figure 2.1-2 shows the axes of rotation that form the arms five
degrees of freedom.

The robot EPAAS
figure 2.1-1

10



Description of the robot EPAAS

Diagram of the ann mechanism. ZZ, AA, BB, CC and DD
are the axes of rotation of the "mechanism, which together give the
live degrees of freedom. By rotation about the axes ZZ, AA and
BB, the point W, the 'wrist joint', can be moved to any point in the
working space. The axes AA and ZZ together fonn the 'shoulder
joint', the axis BB can be considered as the 'elbow joint'. The
direction of the 'band' or gripper G can be varied by rotation about
the axes CC and DD (with associated angles 11/ and y). The axis CC
is fixed in relation to the axis DD. and intersectS it at the point W.
A rotation about DD thus also changes the direction of CC. An
additional rotation through 90° - effected by means of a separate
drive - alters the mean position of the gripper trom vertic:a1 to
horizontal. The dashed lines indicate the mean horizontal position.
The coordinate system (x,Y,z) is fixed in relation to the environ
menl.

\

z

figure 2.1-2
The coordinates of the wrist joint are given in cylindrical coordinates
(r,z, ). The z-axes of the two systems coincide and the r-axis corresponds
to the x-axis if =0. The arm mechanism thus lies in an (r,z)-plane and the
axes of rotation AA, BB and DD are perpendicular to this plane. The
rotation about the axis ZZ corresponds to the ¢ -coordinate. The linear
displacements L

3
and L

4
(see figures 2.1-3b and 2.1-3c ) of the pistons in

the drive units that produce the rotations about the axes AA and BB are
determined by a coordinate transform, from the coordinates r and z. The
same applies to the displacements L

1
and L

2
(see figures 2.1-3d and 2.1-3e)

of the pistons in the drive units for the rotations about the axes DD and
CC (the angles y and 1jJ)'
The diagrams a to e in figure 2.1-3 illustrate how the drives for the five
rotations are produced. The components that have a relatively large mass,
such as the linear servomotors for producing the other four rotations, are
mounted close to this axis to minimize the moment of inertia about the ZZ
axis. These linear servomotors and the vane-rotor type servomotor for ZZ
are driven hydraulically. Since the oil presure can be raised to a
relatively high value -in our case to 70 bars- the hydraulic servomotors
are much more compact and lighter for the same power than pneumatic or
electrical devices.

11



Description of the robot EPAAS

z
g

a) The lIJlis of rotation ZZ. This axis corresponds to the axis
of· rotation of the turnaable on which the ann mechanism is
mounted. The turntable is driven by a hydraulic servomotor with
YBne rOlor. The angle I, through which the rotation takes place is
measured with a rocary precision potentiometer and corresponds to
the coordinale ;. b) The axis of rotalion AA. A rotalion about
this axis is obtained by moving the tint arm elemem by means of a
hydraulic: servomotor with inlegrated pwon-position measure
menl. known as a bar-type ac:Iuator . Is indic:at~

the position of the piston in the cylinder. c) The axis of rotation
BB. Rotation aboul this axis - like thaI aboul the axes CC and DD
- is elfec:ted wilh the aid of a BTA mounted on the turntable and a
SYSlent of rods in a parallelogram. This ensures that the angle

between the second arm element and the horizontal plane does ROI
change when there is a rotation about AA. I. indicates the position
of the piston in the cylinder. d) The axis of rotation CC. The
rotation about CC is nOI alfec:ted by a rotation about AA. [n
dependence of the rOlation about BB is achieved by electronic
coupling between the control circuits for both axes: when the serv0
motor for BB is ac:Iuated. the servomotor for CC is given a similar
compensatory displacement, since the lengchs of the levers a and b
in tig. 3c and 3d are equal. 's indicates the position of the piston in
the c:yIinder. e) The axis of rotation DD. The drive with the system
of rods illustrated ensures that the position of the gripper is not
changed by rotations aboul AA or BB. II indicales lhe position of
the piston in the cylinder.

figure 2.1-3

2.2 The BTA's
•••••••••

The linear hydraulic servomotors referred to as BTA's (Bar Type Actuator),
incorporate the hydraulic drive and the system. for measuring the position
of the piston (figure 2.2-1a). Between the two cylinder walls M1 and M2
there are three coils that together form a differential transformer; see
figure 2.2-1b. The primary coil Sl is supplied with an alternating current.
The position of the steel piston determines the magnitude of the
alternating voltages induced in the secondary coils S2 and S'2. When the
piston is in its central position they are equal; if the pis ton moves
towards one of its extreme positions the .voltage difference increases, so
that this difference is a measure of the piston displacement.

£

£

The 'Bar Type Actuator' (BTA)
figure 2.2-1
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Description of the robot EPAAS

2.3 Workspace of the EPAAS_._ _-_ -._.
Figure 2.3-1 shows the angles that the arm sections can cover. The hatched
area, which is bounded by circular arcs, is the area that the point W of
the wrist joint in the (r,z)-plane can reach as determined by geometrical
considerations. To give the r- and z-coordinates a constant limiting value,
the useful region is confined to the grey shaded area. The control software
prevents the gripper from colliding with the sec?nd arm element. The
angular displacement is + and - 160 degrees for rotation about the axis ZZ
and + and - 45 degrees for rotation about the axes CC and DO.

z

~ r

Workspace of the EPAAS
figure 2.3-1
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Some modelling aspects of mechanical manipulators

-l

3 Some modelling aspects of mechanical manipulators

3.1 Purnose of the model
.-=~__m__.=•••a •••••

We will define a model as a representation of the essential aspects of an
existing system (or a system to be constructed) which represents knowledge
of that system in a usable form.
In general one may distinguish the following fields of application for
models (Eykhoff, 1974) :

* Research

* Design

* Control

Depending on the purpose of the model, some particular approach of the
modelling problem will be chosen. In our case, we want to obtain knowledge
about the system which can be used for control.

3.2 Division of system parts...- .
Any manipulator can be considered to consist of a series of links connected
together by joints. The joints are driven by an actuator. When building a
model of a manipulator it is convenient to separate the overall model into
a model of the arm mechanism and mdels of the actuator circuits. The
actuators exert a so called generalized force on the system of links. The
notion of generalized force is related to the concept of generalized
coordinates(see chapter 4). The interactions between the arm mechanism
dynamics and the actuator dynamics are represented by a #feedback path#
from the arm state to the actuators.

- .
feedback path

te

oint /
~.

Actuator ,
ured
e

... , Arm.- mechanism Arm sta

oint

ured Actuator n

e

setp

setp

meas
valu

meas
valu

Division of system parts
figure 3.1-1
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Some modelling aspects of mechanical manipulators

This approach is not only suitable for deriving the equations of motion of
the overall model, it also provides a modular approach to the analysis of
the system dynamics. This can be inter~sting when various system
configurations have to be compared.
It should also be noted that, for deriving the equations of motion of the
arm mechanism a fairly general approach is feasible. This is more difficult
for the different drive mechanisms (eg. the approach depends on the type of
actuator, hydraulic or electric).

3.3 Premisses in modelling the arm mechanism
....................a ••••••••a.aa......a

We have defined a model as a representation of the essential aspects of an
existing system. In this section we will discuss the question "What are the
essential aspects ?"

Rigid body motion

When the
described
classical
motion.

links are considered as rigid bodies, their IIDtion can be
by a set of equations of motion, derived according to the laws of
mechanics. This motion is always present as a part of the entire

Flexibility of the links

The rigid-body concept stated above is only an approximation of reality.
Depending on the manipulator design and on the desired accuracy of the
model, flexibility effects should be taken into account.

Clearances

In case the manipulator mechanism contains clearances which can play an
important role in the dynamic behaviour, they should also be accounted for
in the overall model.
In my opinion in many cases this clearance can be transformed to the
actuator part of the model. As, in most cases, this part will be described
by a one-dimensional model, it might be possible to account for the
clearances by making use of the one-dimensional clearance model of Dubowsky
and Freudenstein (Dubowsky et ale 1971jv.d.Kruk 1982).
This approach is much easier, as the arm mechanism model is
multi-dimensional, while the actuator model is one-dimensional.

Joint friction

Friction forces can be easily introduced into the equations of motion of
the arm mechanism. The main problem here is modelling the friction process
itself.

15



Some modelling aspects of mechanical manipulators

Considering the aspects stated above, I have made the following
assumptions

* The links are assumed to be rigid bodies. For low frequencies this
assumption will certainly hold. In this case the link flexibility
effects are considered to be higher order effects. As a followup
the work can be expanded by taking these effects into account.

* Clearances are neglected as we have no reason to assume appreciable
clearances anywhere in the system.

* Joint friction is neglected. It is assumed that the friction forces in
the drive circuit are much higher than those in the joints. When we
would chose to account for this joint friction the parameter estimation
on these friction forces would be pure guessing, as the influence is
not measurable.

It should be noted that the assumption of rigid links was verified via a
modal analysis (see section 7.3). This aspect is considered as part of the
model verification.

16



Modelling the arm mechanism

4 Modelling the arm mechanism

This chapter deals with modelling the dynamics of arm mechaniSms in
general. For this we consider the arm as an articulated open kinematic
chain. For problems on closed kinematic chains the reader is referred to
the literature (eg. Orin et al. 1981). In section 4.1 some notions on
coordinate systems will be given. In section 4.2 two important problems on
arm dynamics will be stated. For calculating forces and for simulation two
different algorithms are used. These will be given in sections 4.3 and 4.4.
In section 4.5 the implementation of the algorithms is discussed.
For a brief discussion of the literature studied the reader is referred to
appendix B·.

4.1 Coordinate systems....--------------
This section is devoted to a discussion of several coordina te sys tems, to
the extent that they are important for the dynamics of mechanical
manipulators. For a more detailed discussion of this subject the reader is
referred to Crandall et a1.(1968).

4.1.1 Inertial frames

In view of the relatively low speeds in the analysis of mechanical
manipulators, we adopt Newtonian dynamics.

Consider Newton's law : F • M.a

The force vector is always equal to the mass times the acceleration vector.
When the force vanishes, the particle ve10ci ty remains oochanged. This is
only true in a so called inertial frame.
A true inertial frame is an idealized concept. In practice the choice of a
reference frame for dynamics is governed by the scale of the system and the
accuracy required. In celestial mechanics precise predictions are obtained
within the solar system under the assumption of a reference frame with its
origin in the center of the solar system (close to the center of the soo),
which does not rotate with respect to the so called fixed stars is actually
an inertial frame. Such a frame, however, is probably not a true inertial
frame because of the acceleration of the solar system within our galaxy. A
reference frame fixed to the earth is even a worse approximation of an
inertial frame, because of the acceleration of the earth's center with
respect to the solar system and because of the daily rotation of the earth.
Nevertheless, for many engineering problems involving relative short
distances and short time intervals and for which only a modes t precision is
required, it is quite adequate to assume that a frame fixed to the earth is
actually an inertial frame. This is why we can assume in the next sections
that the reference frames taken fixed to the earth are true inertial
reference frames.

17



Modelling the arm mechanism

4.1.2 Generalized coordinates

Generalized coordinates are used to locate a dynamic system with respect to
a reference frame. A set of generalized coordinates may include Cartesian
coordinates or spherical coordinates. but may also include convenient
lengths or angles which have no association with conventional coordinate
systems.
A set of generalized coordinates is said to be complete if the values of
the coordinates corresponding to an arbitrary. geometrically admissible
configuration of the system are sufficient to determine the location of all
parts of the system.
A set of generalized coordinates is said to be independent if. when all but
anyone of the coordinates is fixed. there still remains a continuous range
of values for those coordinates which corresponds to a range of admissible
system configurations.
When a mechanical manipulator is modelled as a system of rigid bodies a
complete and independent set of generalized coordinates is obtained by
using the generalized coordinates which characterize the state of the
joints.

4.2 Standard problems on arm dynamics____=sa aa__••_._.=__....._..
In the next sections the equations of motion of a general arm mechanism
will be given using the laws of classical mechanics. Classical mechanics is
usually subdivided into statics. which deals with bodies at rest. and
dynamics. which deals with bodies in motion. Dynamics is further subdivided
into kinematics. which is concerned with motion without considering the
forces involved. and kinetics. which examines the relationship between the
forces and the motion. In recent literature on the dynamics of mechanical
manipulators various methods are suggested. for kinematics as well as for
kinetics.
Depending on the purpose of the model. different problems arise in the
application. A distinction is made between two cases (e.g. see
Vukobratovic. 1982) :

1) The model is used for simulation. This implies the integration of the
equations of motion and is called the 'Direct problem'. In this case the
joint accelerations should be calculated from the joint state (joint
coordinates and speeds) and the joint torques (or forces).

2) The model is used to calculate the joint torques (or forces) for a
specified trajectory. This is a problem which frequently arises in the
field of control and is referred to as the 'Inverse plant' problem. In
this case the joint torques (or forces) should be calculated from the
joint state and the joint accelerations.

Depending on the task setting there is a difference in accuracy ~nd

calculation speed requirements for the method used to solve these problems.
I

18



the manipulator dynamics, the part of the
the concept of homogeneous coordinate
some notions on this subject will be

Modelling the arm mechanism

4.3 Method derived from the Lagrange equations.- __ _ ~ - .
For a review of the different formulations of manipulator dynamics using a
Lagrangian approach the reader is referred to Hollerbach (1980). I have
chosen for the formulation of Uicker-Kahn (Hollerbach ,1980), which is also
described in detail by Paul (1981). This formula tion is used to calculate
the inverse plant problem. The reason for choosing this formulation is that
the results are not only the joint forces or joint torques, but with this
formulation also a qualitative analysis of the equations of motion is
feasible (see section 8.2).

4.3.1 Kinematics

A more detailed survey of this subject is given by Paul (1980).

Homogeneous transformations

In the Uicker-Kahn formulation of
system kinematics is based on
transformation. In this section
stated.
The homogeneous coordinate representation of an object in the three
dimensional space is a 4 dimensional entity. This can be considered as the
addition of an extra coordinate to each vector. The vector : !. • a •.!l +
b.e2 + c.e3

where .!1 '.!2 and e3 are unit vectors along the x,y and z axis, is written
as :

T
r • [x,y,z,w] with a • x/w

b • y/w
c • z/w

In this concept a transformation, in our case translation or rotation, can
be written as a 4x4 matrix. Multiplying vectors with this matrix results in
their translation or rotation.

\
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Translation transformation

The transformation corresponding to a translation by a vector r is

1 0 0 a

0 1 0 b
Trans(a,b,c) ==

0 0 1 c

0 0 0 1

To see this consider the k == Tvector [k,l,m,n}

k+a.n

l+b.n
~=Trans(a,b,c).k ==

m+c.n

n

Rotation Transformation

The transfrrmation corresponding to rotations about the x,y and z-axes by
an angle a ), are:

1 o 0 o

cos a -s in Ct.

Rot(x,a) ==

Rot(y,a) ==

o

o sin Ct.

o 0

cosa 0

o 1

-sina 0

o 0

cos Ct.

o

sina

o

cosa

o

o

o

1

o

o

o

1

1Note ) a positive angle a corresponds with a counterclockwise rotation.
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cos Ct. -sin Ct. ° °
sin Ct. cos Ct. ° °Rot(z, Ct.) •

° ° 1 °
° ° ° 1

Coordinate frames

We can interpret the elements of the homogeneous transformation as four
vectors describing a second coordinate frame in a given base frame. This
can be seen as follows.
Consider the transform Tc

n 0 a Pxx x x

n 0 a Py
T

Y Y Y•
c

n 0 a Pzz z z

° ° ° 1

T
The vector [0,0,0,1] in the base frame corresponds t~ the zero vector.
This vector is transformed into the vector [p ,p ,p ,1] by the transformx y z
T , being the origin of the new frame.

c T T T
The unit vectors [l,O,o'tO] , [0,1,0,0~, [0,0,1,0] fre transformed into
the vectors [n ,n ,n ,0] , [0 ,0 ,0 ,0] , [a ,a ,a ,0] •

x y z x y z x y z
These vectors represent the x,y and z-axes of the new frame. When these
transformations are used to relate orthonormal coordinate frames, the
following yields

C is an orthonormal 3x3 matrix representing the rotational part of the
transform and ~ represents the translational part.

Denavit-Hartenberg convention on mechanism kinematics

The manipulator is considered to consist of a series of links connected
together by joints. A coordinate frame will be attached to each link of the
manipulator. Using homogeneous transformation the relative position and
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orientation between these coordinate frames are described. Historically the
homogeneous transformation describing the relation between one link and the
other has been called an A-matrix. An A-matrix is simply a homogeneous
transformation describing the relative translation and rotation between
link coordinate systems. The relation between two arbitrary links is
described by a T-matrix. A T-matrix is a combination of A-matrices. For an
n-degree of freedom manipulator t there will be n links and n joints. The
base of the manipulator is link 0t which is not considered to be one of the
six links. Link 1 is connected to the base link by joint 1. There is no
joint at the end of the final link. The only significance of links is that
they maintain a fixed relationship between the manipulator joints at each
end of the link.
Any link can be characterized by two dimensions: the common normal distance
a

i
and the angle a

i
between the axes in a plane perpendicular to a

i
(figure

4.3.1-1) It is customary to call ai the length and a
i

the twist of the
link. GenerallYt two links are connected at each joint axis.
The axis will have two normals on itt one for each link. The relative
position of two such connected links is given by de the distance between
the normals along the joint axis t and the angle 8 it between the normals
measured in a plane normal to the axis. d

i
and 8

i
denote the distance and

the angle between the links t respectively.
In order to describe the relationship between links t we assign a coordinate
frame to each link. We will first consider revolute joints in which 8

i
is

the joint variable. The origin of the coordinate frame of link i is set to
be at the intersection of the common normal between the axis of joints i
and i+1 and the axis of joint i+1.
In the case of intersecting joint axes t the origin is at the point of
intersection. If the axes are parallel t the origin is chosen to make the
joint distance zero for the next link whose coordinate origin is defined.
The z-axis for link i will be aligned with the axis of joint i+1. The
x-axis will be from joint i to joint i+1. In the case of intersecting
joints the direction of the x-axis is parallel or antiparallel with

~i-1x~i·
Notice that this condition is also satisfied for the x-axis directed along
the normal between joint i and joint i+1. 8 i is zero for the ith revolute
joint when the xi - 1 and Xi axis are parallel and have the same direction.
In the case of a translational joint t the distance d

i
is the joint

variable. The direction of the joint axis is the direction in which the
joint moves. The direction of the axis is defined but t unlike a revolute
joint t the position in space is not defined (figure 4.2.1-2). In the case
of a translational joint t the length ai has no meaning and is set equal to
zero. The origin of the coordinate frame for a translational joint
coincides with the next defined link origin. The z-axis of the
translational link is aligned with the axis of joint i+1. The x. axis is

~

parallel or antiparallel to the vector cross product of the direction of
the translational joint and zi. For a translational joint t we will define
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the zero position when di-o.
When the manipulator is in its zero position, the positive sense of
rotation for revolute joints or displacment for translational joints can be_
decided and the sense of the direction of the z-axis is determined. The
origin of the base link may coincide with the origin of link 1. At the end
of the manipulator, the final displacement d or rotation e occurs with

n n
respect to z 1. The origin of the coordinate system for link n can ben-
chosen to coincide with that of link n-1.
Having assigned coordinate frames to all links according to the preceding
scheme we establish the relationship between successive frames n-1 and n by
the following rotations and translations:

a) Rotate about the zi_1-ax, by an angle ei

b) Translate along zi_1-ax , by a distance di

c) Translate along rotated xi _1 C-xi )-ax,a length a
i

d) Rotate about xi' by the twist angle CL
i

Joint i-I

,

\

Joint i

rotational joint
figure 4.3.1-1
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Joint i-I

Linki-I

Joint i+1

translational joint
figure 4.3.1-2

The interlink relations are shown in figures 4.3.1-1 and 4.3.1-2. The
relations a) to d) can be expressed as a product of four homogeneous
transformations relating the coordinate frame of link i to the coordinate
frame of link i-1. This relationship is called an A-matrix.

It follows that :

cos 8
i

-sin 8
i

.cos ai
sin 8

i
.sin a

i ai·cos 8 1

sin 8
i

cos 8i·cos a
i

-cos 8
i
.sin a

1
a

i
.sin 8

iA ,.
i

0 sin a
i

cos a
i d i

0 0 0 1

The relation between two arbitrary links is described by a T-matrix. This
matrix is given a superscript to indicate the reference frame (the frame to
which vectors are transformed by this transformation) and a subscript to
indicate the other link considered.
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Now the following yields

i-1
Ti .. Ai

jTi - Aj+1 .A j+2 •••••• .Ai (i> j)

The transform jTi with j>i is a transform that is not used in practice.

Differential relationships

, where qi is the i-th joint

differential relationship between
with respect to the joint variable. The
corresponding to the Denavit-Hartenberg

variable.
This derivative describes the
the coordinate frames 0 and p,
coordinate frames are assigned
convention.

d °T
Now follows : =--:R

dqi

In Paul (1981) is derived:

~ .. i-111
~i .Ai

d q!

Differential relationships are of importance in a tnlmber of cases, e.g.
when velocities of the manipulator are to be described.

d °T
In this case we are interested in P_

dqi

Here is
o -1 0 0

i-1!::.i ..
1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

i-1!::.
0 0 0 0

i ..
0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

if joint i is revolute

if joint i is translational

This form is due to the fact that rotations and translations are associated
with the zi_1-axis in the Denavit-Hartenberg concept.
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d °T
For~ yields :

dqi

d °T_
_ ....P • 0T i-111 i-1Ti-1· ~i· P
dqi

(i < p)

d2 °T
Similar for p

dqk dqj

-
dq~

J

j < p

d
2

°T ° k-1 k-1 'j-1 JO-1__...1;0.= Tk- 1 • !::.k. Tj _1 • t:J.j" Tpdqj dqk

_ 0T j-1112 j-1Tj-1 • ~ j" p

4.3.2 Kinetics

In this section the equations of motion will be stated. For the derivation
see Paul (1981). This derivation is done under the assumption that no
external forces act on the gripper.

n d °T d °T
- r Trace ~J .:.......:P

p-max i,j dqj P dqi

n d2 °T d °T
Dijk - r Trace P Jp-_'-O

p-max i,j,k dqj dqk dqi

n d °T
Di - r -mp.gT._t>Prpp-i - dqi -

.. joint speed of joint i

.. joint acceleration of joint i

with

force if joint i is translational

torque if joint i is revolute

coordinate of joint i

joint

joint

joint

T i

q -i

4i

qi
J i - pseudo inertia matrix link i

g • gravity vector
i-
Ii - vector locating the center of mass of link i,

respect to the link i coordinate system.

where
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The pseudo inertia matrix consists of

J =0

i

(-I +1 +1 )}2 -I -I
ixx iyy izz ixy ixz

-I (I -I +1 )/2 -Iixy ixx iyy izz iyz

-I -I (I +1 -I )/2
ixz iyz ixx iyy izz

where the upper left 3x3 matrix consists of elements of the inertia tensor
witr respect to the link coordinate system of link i, and the fourth column
1s ri.mi •
The Sravlty vector ~ gives the gravitational acceleration 1n the
(xo'Yo,zO)-frame.

4.3.3 Numerical speed of the Uicker-Kahn Algorithm

The dynamics formulation of Uicker-Kahn (section 4.3.2) can be used to
calculate the inverse plant problem. The number of calculations involved is
vast (Hollerbach ,1980). For calculating the joint torques in only one
point 33743 multiplications and 27270 additions are needed (for the EPAAS :
5 degrees of freedom). For calculating the direct problem the number of
calculations is even larger. This follows directly from the form in which
the direct problem is presented.
Rewrite the equations of 1IIOtion as

with: T

J<.S)

Introduce

This yields

=0 force vector from actuators
=0 composite inertia matrix (consisting

of elements Dij )
=0 force vector representing centripetal,

coriolis and gravity forces.

i1=~2

. -1
!2=J (!1)·[T-2(!1'~2)]

The equations of motion are now written as a set of first order
differential equations. Integration can be done by using standard
integration techniques. For integration the right-hand side of the
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equations given above must be calculated once or several times (depending
on the integration technique used). In this case not only the coefficients
Di ,Di i ,Di ik must be calculated, but also the composite matrix of inertia
J(q) mst""-be inverted. This makes the direct problem even more complex,
compared to the inverse plant problem.

There are a number of formulations of the equations of motion based on the
Newton-Euler equations. I have chosen for the algorithms described by Luh
et ale (1980) and Walker et ale (1981), because they are relatively simple
and their computational speed is high. Another advantage of these
algorithms is the easy inclusion of external forces acting on the gripper.
Essential in the approach is that first the inverse plant problem is solved
(using the algorithm given by Luh et ale(l980». A second step is the
solution of the direct problem (using the algorithm given by Walker et
al.(1981». The method will be described in this order.

4.4.1 Solution of the Inverse plant problem

This algorithm is derived and described in detail by Luh et al. (1980).
Here the algorithm will only be stated.

Kinematics

As with the Lagrangian method a coordinate frame is attached to each link
of the manipulator. This is done folloWing the Denavit-Hartenberg
convention. The relation between the coordinate frames of two successive
links is described by a 3x3 matrix for the rotational part of the
transformation and by a 3-dimensional vector for the translational part of
the transformation.

Rotation matrix

i
Ai -

1
is an 3x3 matrix which transforms any vector wi. th reference to the

(Xi ,y i 'Zi)-Coordinate system to a new coordinate sys tem whose coordinates
are para lel to (x

i
_

1
,yi-1 ,zi_ ), but whose origin is the same as that of

(xi'Yi,zi): Since each coordlnate system is orthonormal the inverse
transform loS
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i
The components of the A matrix can be determined from the link
parameters as (see figures ~~J.1-1 and 4.3.1-2)

cos 0 -sin 0
i

.cos O:i sin 0 i .sin O:ii
i sin 0 0i·cos -cos 0 i .sin O:iAi - 1 • i cos O:i

0 sin O:i cos 0: i

In fact this is just the upper 3x3 part of the homogeneous transform matrix

Ai·

Translation vector

The vector describing the translation of the
i

origin of coordinate frame i
from the origin of frame i-1 is called p., where the superscript i

-~
indicates the reference frame of the vector

i P •
-i

Algorithm

The algorithm is based on a recursive computation of link veloci ties,
accelerations, forces and torques. It can be characterized as first
calculating angular velocities accelerations and linear accelerations going
from the base of the manipula tor to the gripper (forward recurrence) and
next calculating forces and torques from the gripper back to the base of
the manipulator (backward recurrence)
The first step is the recursive calculation of link velocities and
accelerations, using the following relations (these relations are derived
using the system kinematics and results from the theory of moving
coordinates) :

The angular velocity of link i+1 is

i+1
~i+1 ==

i i
Ai +1 • ~i \ if joint i+1 is translational
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The angular acceleration of link i+1 is

if joint i translational

Linear acceleration of the origin of coordinate frame i+1 is

if joint i+1 is rotational

i+1 i+1 i+1
~i+1x( ~i+1x Ei+1)

if joint i+1 is translational

where :

(g is the gravitational acceleration)

For the linear velocity also a relation is given by Luh et al. though for
the calculation of the inverse plant problem it is not necessary to know
this velocity. Using the relations given above it is possible to calculate
~ t~ and Yi .
Tne next step of the calculation is the determination of the d'Alembert
forces on the links (using the Newton and Euler relations).
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The d~Alembert force on link i is :

i i~ i~
Xi = m

i
Y

i
where Y

i
is the acceleration of the center of mass

of link i and mi is the mass of link i.

i"For v yields :
-i

i", i. iii i i.
~i· f!:li~!i + ~ix( ~ix Ii) + Yi

iwith E
i

as the vector locating the center of mass in the coordinate frame
of link i.

The d~Alembert torque on link i is

where
mass.

i i· iii
J i ~ + ~ix( J i ~i)

i J i is the inertia tensor of link. i with respect to its center of

Using the relations given above the d~Alembert forces and torques are
calculated for all links.
The next step is to calculate the interaction forces and torques between
successive links. The actuator torque (or force) can now also be
calculated. i
For the interaction force £i yields :

if • i+1A i+1 f + iF
-i i -i+1 -i

i
For the interaction torque B

i
yields

i
n •-i

+ (i£i+i!i)X?i+i!!i

n+1 n+1
!n+l and ~n+1 are the external force and external torque exerted on

the gripper. The superscript n+1 indicates a reference frame n+1. This can
be a frame attached to the force or torque source. I have chosen this frame
to be coincident with frame n.
For the actuator torque or force yields :

if joint i is rotational

T =
i

if joint i is translational
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. ~

This concludes the calculation of the inverse plant problem. Due to the
recursion this scheme is computationally a very good one ( 5 degrees of
freedom need 746 multiplications and 607 additions; see Hollerbach (1980».
This is the reason for calling it an on-line computational scheme, as it
can be used for real-time control.

4.4.2 Solution of the direct problem

This algorithm is described in detail by Walker et al.(198l). The general
form of the equations of motion (assuming rigid bodies) is :

with: T

K<.S)
k

- vector of" forces exerted by actuators
on the mechanism

- composite inertia matrix (consisting
of elements Di i)

• force vector r~presenting centripetal,
coriolis and gravity forces

• the manipulator jacobian
- a vector containing the external forces

exerted on the gripper system.

With suitable initial conditions this set of differential equations can be
integrated, making use of standard integration techniques.
One of the major computational burdens is the calculation of the vector
D(s.,.s.)+K(s.) .k • This vector can be efficiently calculated by way of the
inverse plant problem, taking qi-O (i-l •• n).
The remaining problem is then to solve : J(s.)i .~, where ~ is calcula ted
using the inverse plant algorithm.
There are several methods of calculating the elements of matrix J(q). The
most direct one is to calculate the elements from J(q) as composite moments
of inertia and coupling inertia. This can be done by using rotational
transformation and the parallel axis theorem on the link inertia tensors.
Now the algorithm for calculating the inertia matrix J(q) will be stated.
The system kinematics are identical with the kinematics given in the
previous section.
The inertia matrix J(s.) is symmetric, so only the diagonal and the upper
part are calculated.

\
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if joint j is rotational

if joint j is translational

Modelling the arm mechanism

M .. composite mass of links i,i+l ••••n
i-I i

£i .. vector locating the composite center of mass of links

i,i+l •••• n, with respect to the coordinate frame i-I
i-IE

i
- composite inertia tensor of link i,i+l •••n, with respect

to the coordinate system of link i-I.

j-l ,. [F.
-J

with .. jc + jp j-l j-l
!1 - A. c j-j+l -j J -

.. jr + jp - j-l j-l
':2 -j -j Aj =j

j-j-l

j-lE ..
j

Now the following recursive procedure is followed

In! tialize: M • mn n
n-l c .. nA (nr + n )

-n n-l -n .En
n-IE • nA n

J
n-IAn n-l n n

j .. n

Using the relations given above the jth column of J can be calculated

from:

We define



j-1N...
-J {

o
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1f joint j is rotational

if joint j is translational

For 1 $ i $. j

j-1 j-1
f.. F.
-j -J

j-1 j-1 j-1 j-1
~j" ~j + £jX I j

i-1 i i
E.i" Ai - 1 !i+1

For 1 ~ i ~ j

i-1
z component of ~

of i-1!iz component

if joint i is rotational

if joint i is translational

Using the algorithm given above it is possible to calculate the elements of
the J-matrix. For finding the solution of J .i='! it is possible to use
standard numerical techniques (eg .LU-decompod tion). In fact it is now
possible to calculate the joint accelerations from the joint state (.s. and
1) and the actuator forces. This means that the direct problem can be
solved using an integration technique. It should be noted that the
calculation of the joint accelerations is still qui te cumbrous, which
should be considered in choosing an integration technique.

\
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4.5 Imolementation of the al20rithms............-..._--.-...~_.-....
The algorithms given in the sections 4.3 and 4.4 were programmed on a IBM
3083 computer.
The algorithm given in section 4.3 was used for the analysis of the model
of the arm mechanism. This analysis will be discussed in chapter 8. It was
programmed in ALGOL 60.
The algorithm given in section 4.4 was used for simulation of the model. It
was programmed both in FORTR.A..~ IV aDd in ALGOL 60. The. ALGOL version was
used to verify the calculations in the sense that both methods should give
the same results under the same conditions. The Fortran version was used
for the actual simulation using it in combi'nation with CSMP (CSMP stands
for Continuous Systems Modelling Program). This simulation will be
discussed in chapter 7.

The programs need as input parameters :

1) Number of links (- number of joints)

2) Kinematic parameters of each joint (following the D-H convention)

a) joint is rotational or translational
b) a i twist of link i
c) a

i
length of link i

d) d
i

distance between the links i-1 and i (rotational joint)
8

i
angle between the links i-1 and i (translational joint)

3) Dynamic parameters of each link :

a) mass of link i
b) vector to center of mass of link i, with respect to the link

coordinate system
c) Inertia tensor components I ,I ,I I I and Ixx Vy zz' xy' xz yz'with respect to the link coordina~e system

It will be obvious that the programs also need some trajectory or state
information as input. This depends on the purpose of the different programs
and will be given when the use is discussed (chapter 7 and 8).
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4.6 Summarv---_...
In this chapter the modelling of the arm mechanism was considered. The arm
mechanism is modelled as an open kinematic chain consisting of rigid
bodies. This is an approach frequently used in recent literature on
modelling mechanical manipulators.
In the application of the model (e.g. simulation or control) different
problems arise. Normally a distinction is made between the inverse plant
problem and the direct problem.
The algorithm described in section 4.3 is based on a Lagrangian approach of
deriving the equations of motion. The reason for choosing this particular
algorithm is the fact that it gives the possibili ty of a qualitative
analysis of the equations of motion. For the kinematics the algorithm uses
homogeneous transformations following the Denavit-Hartenberg convention.
The cumber of calculations involved is huge. Therefore the algorithm is not
suitable for real-time purposes in the field of control.
The algori thms given in section 4.4 are based on the equa tions of Newton
and Euler. These algorithms were used for the verification of the algorithm
given in section 4.3 and for the simulation of the arm mechanism. For the
kinematics the Denavit-Hartenberg convention is used to assign coordinate
frames to the links. The relations between the frames are described using
3x3 rotation matrices and 3-dimensional translation vectors.
The algori thms are very efficient numerically. It is shown by Luh et ale
(1980) that one of them can be used for the real-time calculation of the
inverse plant problem. This approach makes it possible to realise very
complex control schemes. Also it should be noted that the algorithm can be
used for the (real-time) calculation of the manipulator jacobian. This
might be of interest when the external forces exerted on the gripper are to
be controlled.
The algorithms were implemented in the mst general fashion possible.
Therefore the programs can be used for the calculation of the inverse plant
problem or the simulation of every mechanism, that can be modelled as an
open kinematic chain consisting of rigid bodies and for which the
Denavit-Hartenberg convention can be used to assign coordinate frames.
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5 Models of the different system parts .

In this chapter the models of the different system parts will be given. For
the model of the arm mechanism the assumption of rigid bodies is made. In
fact the model of this system part has already been given in chapter 4,
which deals with the equations of motion of rigid bodies in general. For
our purpose we only need to determine the configuration of the robot.

5.1 Models of the actuator circuits....._-_ -----------
The servomotors used for driving the robot are a hydraulic vane rotor
motor, for the ljl coordinate, and four hydraulic linear motors (BTA' s). Thus
for modelling there are two types of actuator circuits.

5.1.1 Modelling the BTA circuits

The circuit consists of a BTA, a hydraulic servovalve, an electric
measuring circuit and a P-controller.

ston
sition

int.~
p - I tr Xu X1"\servovalv BTA

controller pi
po

,

red measuring
I.

circuit
Measu
value

Setpo

BTA - circuit
figure 5.1.1-1

5.1.1.1 P-controller

The function of the P-controller is to assure stabili ty of the sys tem
during startup procedures, since the BTA-circuit is not stable without
feedback. In normal operation the control of the BTA is done by a digi tal
computer.
The P-controller transforms a voltage difference into a current for the
servovalve. The current is limited to a certain value (I lim).
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As a model for the P-controller we take:

A graphic representation of this model is given in figure 5.1.1.1-1 •
.I k

i

-11"1m

Transfer function of the P-controller
f igure 5. 1.1.1-1

5.1.1.2 Servovalve

Fixed upstream
0Iifice

Servovalve
figure 5.1. 1.2-1
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Description

The-servova1ve is shown in figure 5.1.1.2-1.
This type of servova1ve is described in detail by Merrit(1967) and by
Viersma et al.(1975).
A positive current difference (ie. i 1>i 2) causes a torque on the flapper
which IIlOves it to the left, increasing pressure P1 and decreasing pressure
P • The spool then moves to. the right and continues to move until the
t~~que on the flapper due to the feedback spring balances the torque due to
the input current. At this point the flapper is approximately centered
between the nozzles, but the spool has taken a new position directly
proportional to the input current.

Dynamic behaviour

The transfer function of
function. In practice the
first or a second order

the servova1ve is theoretically a 5th order
transfer function of the valve is taken as a

function, depending on the measured frequency

function is used to f1 t the amp1i tude-frequency
t is used to make a good fit on the phase

e

response.
As a model I will take a second. order transfer function with time-delay:

-t s
e e

x ..-~-------Ik

v (~J
2

+ 2~~ + 1

The second order transfer
response, the time-delay
frequency response also.
As input variable the current Is from the P-contro11er will be taken and as
output variable x, a quantity proportional to the valve opening, is

v
chosen. The valve opening has a certain maximum, depending on the type of
valve used. This non-linearity is taken as part of the model of the BTA.

5.1.1.3 BTA

"STOll ARUS
I I

BTA
figure 5.1.1.3-1
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Description

The BTA is shown in figure 5.1.1.3-1. The opening of the servovalve xv
controls the oil flow to and from the BTA. The piston is connected to the
load.

Dynamics of the BTA (Merrit 1967; Walters 1967)

In the most common analysis of linear hydraulic motors, the load is assumed
to be known and is included in the model. Due to the complicated nature of
the arm dynamics an alternative approach is suggested (separation in
subsystems).
Following this approach a transfer function between the valve opening and
the force exerted on the load should be derived.
One of the major theoretical difficulties is the difference of the piston
areas (here we take A

1
>A2).

First a non-linear \lk)del will be given, then after linearization the
transfer function follows.
Applying the continuity equation (Merrit 1967,p146) to each piston chamber
yields :

dV1 V1 dP1
-- +--
dt Be dt

dV 2 V2 dP2--+--
dt Be dt

Where
4

C D internal leakage coefficient [m s/kgl.
v~p - total vol~me of forward chamber (including

lines) [m 1· 3
• total volume of return chambe2 [m 1.
• effective bulk modulus [kg/ms 1.

valves, connection

In the case the BTA is extending the following relations yield
(Walters 1967):

J2 Ps - PL
Q1 • Cdwx - -

P 1 + a 3
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• A fA
- dtsc6arge coefficient 3
• fluid mass density [kg/m ].
• area gradient[m] 2

P
L

=- P
1

-a P2 load pressure [N/m ].

When the BTA is retracting, the flow equations are (Walters 1967)

Q1 =- Q2/a

Q
2

=- C wx' /:. Ps - PJ
d ~~ 1 +a-

A linearized model of the BTA is derived in appendix D.

From this derivation follows for the force exerted on the load

with =- no-load flow function[m/s]
=- hydraulic stiffness[NsJm]
=- oil compliance [mjN]
=- piston position[m]
=- Laplace operator

+
1\-

, 1 Fl = force exerted
1-------- on load

it is possible to evaluate the transfer
: F - Mx + Bx + F

L P P e

friction [Ns Jm]

•xp= piston speed"-------------------&::....--
BTA model

figure 5.1.1.3-2

When the load of the BTA is known,
function further. Assume as a load
with: M =- inertial mass [kg]

B =- coefficient of viscous
F - external force[N]e
x = piston position[m]

p
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In Appendix 0 it is derived that for·x we obtain
p

with

+ B ~ )

In appendix C an evaluation of the friction in the actuator circui ts is
given. For low frequencies (w« U1t) the BTA behaves as a pure integrator.
For higher frequencies the oil compliance becomes important. For modelling
the BTA it was assumed that the BTA was fixed to the environment. This is
an approximation of reality. For a discussion on the influence of this
effect on the dynamic behaviour of the BTA the reader is referred to
Viersma (1975).

5.1.1.4 Measuring circuit for BTA

The measuring circuit for the BTA is partly described by van Zanten (1976).
The electronics of the circuit are slightly different from the electronic
circuits given by Van Zanten. The transfer function of this measuring
circuit is taken to be :

-tms
R(s) • K .e where t • the time delay of the circuit.m m

The time delay is due to a sample and hold circuit, used for demodulating a
measuring signal.

\
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"
5.1.2 Model of the vane rotor motor circuit

rotor
l.on

servova1ve, an

vane
posit"

oint~ p- I" x,. <l>
• 7

ervovalve rotor
controller motor

ured measuring

e potmeter

Setp

Meas

valu

The circuit consists of a vane rotor motor, a hydraulic
electric measuring potentiometer and a P-contro1ler.

vane rotor motor circuit
fig 5.1.2-1

The P-contro11er is of the same type as the controller described in
5.1.1.1.
The hydraulic servovalve is also quite similar to the servova1ve used in
the BTA circuits. The only difference is that the maximum valve opening
(see 5.1.1.2) is different.
The measurement of the rotor position is done by a precision measuring
potentiometer. This measuring circuit is simply modelled as a single gain
element.
In the next section a description of the vane rotor mOtor will be given.

5.1.2.1 vane rotor motor

Description

The vane rotor motor is shown in figure 5.1.2.1-1
The vanes are mounted in the rotor. To assure contact between the vanes and
the stator, springs are mounted in the vane holes.
There are four pressure chambers. The oil enters the chamber at a
relatively high pressure. At the outlet the pressure is low. The pressure
difference acting on the vanes causes a torque to be exerted on the rotor.
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a no-load flow function[rad/s}
• hydraulic stiffness[Ns/rad]
a oil comp1iance[rad/N]
a rotor position[rad]
a Laplace operator

Models of the different system parts

vane rotor motor
figure 5.1.2.1-1

Dynamic behaviour

In Appendix E is shown that for the torque exerted on the load yields

Qn1 (xv} - s ¢m
T a .......:-:;:1=--~---=

ch + cos

with :

When the load of the vane rotor motor is known, it is possible to evaluate
fhe transfer function further. Assume as a load : TL a J¢ + B¢ + T

m m e

with : 2
J a moment of inertia[kg.m ]
B a coefficient of viscous friction[Ns/rad]
Tea external torque [Nm]
¢ a rotor position[rad}

m

+ ~o
B J

)
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In appendix C an evaluation of the friction in the actuator circuits is
given. The model taken for the vane rotor motor and the model taken for the
BTA are very much alike. The slight difference between them is due to the
fact that the model for the BTA deals with translation and force, whereas
the model for the vane rotor motor deals with rotation and torque.

5.2 Kinematic confi2uration of the EPAAS.... •••__.a••••__ .

In this- section the kinematic configuration of the EPAAS will be given as
far as necessary for modelling the robot.
This also includes choosing the different joint coordinates.
For our robot there are two different cases : - gripper vertical

- gripper horizontal

Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2 show schematically how the coordinate frames are
assigned according to the Denavit-Hartenberg convention (see 4.3.2.2) The
differences between the two cases is in the parameters as and d

s
(There is

also a difference in the dynamic parameters).
In the tabel given below the kinematic parameters are given :

link. type a
i

a
i

d
i

1 revolute 90
0

0 d1
2 revolute 0 a

2
0

3 revolute 0 a
3

0
4 revolute 270

0
0 0

SV revolute 180
0

0 ds
sH revolute 180

0
a" 0

Table 5.2 1

Here stands sH for gripper horizontal and SV for gripper in vertical
position. For a given value of e i' the A-matrices follow directly from
section 4.3.2.2.

\
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gripper vertical
figure 5.2-1

gripper horizontal
figure 5.2-2
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The models of the actuator circuits and the model of the arm mechanism
interact via coordinates, coordinate speeds and forces.
In this section the relations between the motor coordinates, motor speeds
and motor forces and the joint coordinates, joint speeds and joint torques
will be given.

The motor coordinates are :

L - BTA length for fixing the gripper orientation.
L1 - BTA length for fixing the gripper orientation.
L2

- BTA length for fixing the position of link 2.
L3 - BTA length for fixing the position of link 3.
L4 - Rotor position fixing the arm position in the <P direction.

5

The joint coordinates· are the angles e i as shown in figures 5.2-1 and
5.2-2.
The description of the relation between motor coordinates Li and joint
coordinates ei is made via intermediate coordinate angles <p ,C!.,I a, yand '¥ •

Figure 5.3-1 shows these intermediate coordinate angles.

\
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Intermediate coordinate angles.
figure 5.3.1-1

5.3.1 Relation between intermediate angles and joint coordinates

From figures 5.2.1-1, 5.2.1-2 and 5.3-1 the following relations are
derived :

6 - ¢ ¢- 6
1 1

6 - (l (l- 6
2 2

6 - 2rr+ 13 - (l S - 6 + 6 -2 rr
3 2 3

6 "" y-13 y=6 +6 +6 - 2rr4 234

6 - '1' '1'- 65 5
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5.3.2 Relation a - La

In figure 5.3.2-1-a diagram of the BTA-L3 drive circui-t is given.

A
___ -IfU~ r.:- ,:,,~L-__------

p

BTA-L3 drive circuit
figure 5.3.2-1

Using the cosine rule, a relation for the BTA length can be given.

L3 • VAP2 + Bp2 - 2APBPcos (1T - a - 'i'0 )

From this relation the following relations are easily derived :

AP2 + Bp2 - L~
cos '!' 0 +J-(AP 2 + Bp2 2

- L3 2
cos a • -

2APBP 2APBP
) sin l' 0

AP2 + Bp2 L2 AP 2 + Bp2 2
- 3 - L3 2

sina •
2APBP

sin 1'0 +
2APBP

) cos l' 0

Using these formulas the transform a to L3 and vice versa is completely
determined. Transform parameters are the lengths AP, BP and the angle 1'0.
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5.3.3 Relation a - L4

In figure 5.3.3-1 a diagram of the BTA-L4 drive circuit is given.

(-,
I
I

I
I
I,

I
I

I
I

- - - L....,'Y't--------------
.,.-.... -

".."......
M"':';"'--7.~--~

BTA-L4 drive circuit
figure 5.3.3-1

+8 )o

Using the cosine rule, a relation for the BTA length can be given.

L4 • VN2 + PM
2

- 2PNPMcos ( a

PM2 + PN2 2
- L4 2

2PMPN
) sin 8 0

P~ + PN2 2
L4 2) cos 8 02PMPN

sin 80 +
P~ + PN2 - L~

2PMPN
. -sina

From this relation the following relations are easily derived :

P~ + PN2 - L~
cos a • 2PMPN cos 80 +

Using these formulas the transform a to L4 and vice versa is completely
determined. Transform parameters are the lengths PM, PN and the angle 8

0
,
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5.3.4 Relation y - L1

In figure 5.3.4-1 a diagram of the BTA-L1 drive circuit is given.

I

I

- - - - - - ~ "-t---------------
..._..---~e ~.St'"

,...".~..,. ~

M- .N
L 1

r- - - - . -- - - - - - -,"\1,
,- _~I --\

I,
I
I

I

I,,
j,,

I

BTA-L
1

drive circuit
figure 5.3.4-1

Using the cosine rule, a relation for the BTA length can be given.

L
1

-VPN2 + PM2 - 2PNPMcos ( r + 00 )

are easily derived :

+ PN2
- Lr_____.-..)2 sin 00

2PMPN

From this relation the following relations

PM
2+ PN2- Lr

cos r - 2PMPN cos 00 +

sin r
P~ + PN

2
- Lr

- - ------.;:. sin 00 +
2PMPN

Using these formulas the transform r to L1 and vice versa is completely
determined. Transform parameters are the lengths PM, PN and the angle 00'
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5.3.5 Relation ¥ - L2

In figure 5.3.5-1 a diagram of the BTA-L2 drive circuit is given•
....

" r-- - _

I
I /
I I
, I,, ,

I I, ,
, I

'- , ,
..........,

__ - - - ,,/ .~.. .60+13+'i'
__ __ _ "./ .,. J ,. ..

.........'" .'" II

~
.."'''' ..'''. I

",/'" "

~
.' N

,,'". 2
M . BTA-L drive circuit

flgure 5.3.5-1

Using the cosine rule, a relation for the BTA length can be given.

L
2

-VPN2 + PM2 - 2PNPMcos( '1' + 8 + 8
0

)

From this relation the following relations are easily derived:

cos( '1' + 8)-
pu2 + PN

2
- L~------=- cos 8 0 +

2PMPN
sin 80

p~ + PN2 _ L2
sin('¥+ 8)- - 2 sin 8

0
+

2PMPN

cos '1' - cos( '1'+8 )cos 8 + sin( '1'+8 )sin8

sin '1' - sin( '1'+8 )cos 8 - cos( '1'+8 )sin8

Using these formulas together with the formulas given in 5.3.3, the
transform '1' to L2 and vice versa is completely determined. Transform
parameters are the lengths PM, PN and the angle 8

0
,

\
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5.3.6 Transform parameters

From the relations given in the sections 5.3.1 - 5.3.6 it is seen that a
number of parameters must be known to calculate the transform of the motor
coordinates L

i
to joint coordinates {.

The parameters taken are (from the exrsting implementation):

APSQBPSQ
APBP2
PMSQPNSQ
PMPN2

o
L
O

L
10ff
20ff

L
30ff

L
40ff

_ U 2+Bp2

- 2APBP
_ PM."""Z+PN2

- 2PMPN

The scale in which the first four parFeters are given their numerical
value is depending on the scale of Li • The measuring circuit gives a
voltage proportional to the pis ton position, with respect to the BrA

ce1Jter. The BTA length with the piston in the center is called Lioff ' which
is also a transform parameter.

5.3.7 Relation between joint speeds and motor speeds

. .
First we relate speeds in joint coordinates with angular speeds ~, Ct., a, y
and If as:

• dL i
L i --dt

<P -e 1
. -ea 2

a-e + e
2 3

• -6 2 + 03 + e4y

~ - 85

For the BTA speeds yield :

where x
j

is an intermediate

n
dL i dx.

E _.--1
dx. dt

j-1 J
coordinate angle.
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From this relation, together with the relations given in 5.3.1 - 5.3.5 the
desired relations are derived

PMPN
- sin(S + 8 0 )

L4

PMPN
- sin(y +8 0)

Ll

-(DL; + APBPZcos (CL + If0»/L3

-(DL~ - ·PMPNZcos(B + 8
0
»/L

4

-(DLi PMPNZcos (y + 8 0) ) ILl

For the accelerations the following relations yield :

L3 • DL3 Ci + DDL3 el wi th DDL3 

L4 - DL4 B+ DDL4 if with DDL4 •

eo •• .Z
Ll - DLl Y+ DDLl Y with DDLl -

II. •• •• • • 2
LZ - DL

Z
( B+ '!') + DDLZ( B+ '¥ )

Z
with DDL

Z
.. -(DL

Z
- PMPNZcos( S + If

From the equations given above it follows that the joint speed can also be
the cause of an acceleration in the actuator circui t. This phenomenon is
due to the non-linear relation between the motor- and joint coordinate
systems.

5.3.8 Relation between motor force and joint torque

In this section the relation between the BTA forces and the joint torques
will be derived.
The joint torque is in fact the so called generalized torque acting on the
joint coordinates (generalized coordinates).
For the generalized torque yield (Crand~ll et al., 1968) :

n
dL

iTi .. r - F.
d8 J

j-l j
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where F5 " torque of vane rotor motor (drives joint 1)
F

3
= force of BTA L

3
(drives joint 2)

F4 • force of BrA L4 (drives joint 3)
F

1
,. force of BTA L1 (drives joint 4)

F2 • force of BTA L2 .(drives joint 5)

From this relation follows :

PMPN
T4 ,. F1 - sin( y+ eO)

L1
PMPN

T5 ,. F2 - sin( 1£'+ a+ eo)
L2

Using the coefficients defined in section 5.3.7 we obtain

T
2

= DL
3

F
3

+ DL
4
F

4
+ DL

1
F

1
+ DL

2
F

2

T3 • DL4F4 + DL1F1 + DL2F2

T
4

,. DL
1

F
1

T5 = DL2F2
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Models of the different system parts

In this chapter the models of the various system parts are given. There are
two different types of actuator circuits; four BTA circuits and one vane
rotor motor circuit. The models of these actuators are quite similar. They
are derived via linearization of non-linear models. For each model two
cases are considered t known and unknown load. Non-lineari ties are modelled
in the no-load flow function t which can be considered as a non-linearity in
the gain of the actuator.
The model of the arm mechanism is not given by an explicit set of equations
of motion. The model is determined t implicitly, by its kinematical
configuration and the dynamic parameters of the arm mechanism. When all
parameters are knowu t calculations on the model can be done with the
algorithms given in chapter 4.
The overall model of the robot consists of the model of the arm mechanism
and the models of the actuator drive circui ts. The variables used in the
various models are different. The actuator models are described with
so-called motor coordinates (e.g. BTA lengths) and IOOtor forces, whereas
the model of the arm mechanism uses joint coordinates and joint torques.
The relations between the variables are described via intermediate
coordinate angles.
The parameters of these relations can be grouped in the
parameters of the existing coordinate transform (r,z) i

wr st
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6 Parameter estimation

In this section the parameters of the model are determined. The parameters
of the joint actuators are determined from measurements on one BTA. The
dynamic parameters of the arm mechanism are determined from drawings of
components and by weighing parts. The parameters for the transform from
joint coordinates to motor coordinates are taken from the existing
implementation (this transform is also discussed in chapter 9).

6.1 Estimation of the BTA-circuit parameters..............__ - - __ .
For the parameter estimation of the BTA circuit parameters a separate test
setup was constructed (see figure 6.1.-1). The load on the BTA could be
varied by connecting different weights (up to 9 kg.) at the piston rod.

-photograph of the test setup
figure 6.1-1

6.1.1 Parameter estimation of the P-controller

There are two parameters to be estimated,Le. the gain K and the maximum
current IIi • These parameters follow directly from the el~ctric drawing of
the controllfer.

-6
The gain is variable it can be set between 4.5 10 A/v and 0.231 A/V.

The maximum current is : I lim= 0.29 A

From the measured frequency response it follows that this model fits
reali ty up to 1000 Hz.

~r = 4.5 10-6 •••• 0.231 A/v
I

Um
= 0.29 A
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6.1.2 Parameter estimation of the measuring circuit

As a model of the measuring circuit we have taken

-tms
Vme .. K e xm p

The parameters to be estimated are the gain K and the time delay t •
m m

The gain K was determined by measuring the output voltage of the circui t
versus them.piston position. For K the average value of fj,V /fj,x was taken.

m me p

K .. 186 vIm.m

The time delay t
m

yas measured with a measuring setup as shown in the
diagram given below).

circui t

2628Gharge .amplifier type
Brtle1 & Kja! r,

transfer function of the measuring
figure 6.1.2-1

measuring setup for the

P Y
Corporation

etpoinv p- servovalve BTA

controller

"""~

measuring
.;

,~
circuit .

-X
2

F.F.T -
analyser accelero -~ 1 , meter '"-,

Model 3D 360 x- type 437"1
3 ectral D namics

s

At the setpoint input of the circuit pseudo ramdom noise was supplied
(within the selected frequency range this acted as white noise).

1
Note ): During the measurements it turned out that crosstalk from the

the P-controller to the measuring system was deteriorating
the measurements (the level of this crosstalk was about -40 dB).
This could be temporarily reduced to about -60 dB, by using a
separate power supply.
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With the use of an FIT-analyser the frequency response between Xl and X
was measured. With the FFT-analyser it is possible to multiply the measurea

2
response by j W or (jw) • With this facility the acceleration signal can be
translated into a position or a velocity signal. The measured frequency
response is given in figure 6.1.2-2.

t:
I
.,.5~

I
j7"'

·,Ou

Evaluation of the measured frequency response

Figure 6.1.2-2 shows three curves : - Coherence function 2)
Phase response
Amplitude response

2
Note ): The coherence function provides a measure of reliability of the

measured transfer function. The function value is dimensionless
and lies between zero and one. Zero means that, at this frequency,
the measured value of the transfer function is totally unreliable,
whereas one means the opposite. For further details on the
coherence function the reader should consult Roth (1971a or 1971b)
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For low frequencies the accelerometer has a very poor response. This
explains the bad coherence at low frequencies. For high frequencies the
excitation level of the BTA becomes too low. (The specification of the
accelerometer is that a smooth frequency response until 18kHz can be
expected)
This low excitation level causes a poor coherence at higher frequencies.
From the measured frequency response it appears that

- there is no significant amplitude variation up to 300 Hz.
- Phase shift at 193 Hz : -45.7 degrees.

-3The 'phase shift is modelled as a time delay, t m = 0.658 10 s.
6.1.2-3 the measured phase response and the phase response of the
given.

In figure
model are

.2

T- ~-_. -700

•• -.- ~~I- - -+- ':1 , : .I--+-d-oo-~' ~j-'lMri ~ d~~7- et.--·
I I I I I , I I ! i I ! I

3 4 5 6 7 8 Q 10' 3 4 5. 6 7 e Q 10' 2 4 5 b 7 e Q 10' 2
-f~ueney-tHz-r-

measured and calculated phase response
figure 6.1.2-3

Km • 186 VIm -3
t • 0.658 10 sm

6.1.3 Parameter estimation of the servovalve

For measuring the transfer function of the servovalve a BTA was modified in
the following way. The piston rod was removed from the piston and only the
piston was inserted in the BTA. The piston rod oUflet was closed. The gain
of the P-controller was set to its minimum value ). To the setpoint input
of the system white noise was supplied and as output signal the measuring
circuit was taken. The frequency response was measured with an FFT-analyser
(for type see 6.1.2).

As a result the effect of the feedback was negligible
for frequencies of 10 Hz and higher •
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3 cSa~, .

j i' .;~: I; Fi-t~! :;:~ ,:-;1:,:;: ;: :

- ~~·r.:.: ~j.~; '""'..... :-.-iM-i -""~'" ;. ~: ..I"

frequency response of servovalve
figure 6.1.3-1 2

The frjquency response is given in figure 6.1.3-1 ). For the resonance piek
yields ) :

f • 169 Hz
H

lDaX
• +3 dB (OdB at 10 Hz)

max

2
Note )

3Note )

With the FFT-analyser this response was multiplied by (jw).
As a result the measured transfer function is setpoint to
piston speed.

Since the piston mass is very small the resonance frequency of
the BTA becomes very high (see 5.1.1.3). It is assumed that the
measured frequency response is not affected by higher order
effects of the BTA (oil compliance).
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Using the relations

S .. v&,....-.--J~l =_=l=o=-H~ma=!;::;l::;:O :::::;»)/-2')I

where 8 is the coefficient of relative damping.
The relative damping and the resonance frequency are calculated as

S .. 0.38
f

O
.. 240 Hz w .. 1443 rad/s

v

At the resonance frequency of 240 Hz the phase shift should be -90 degrees.
The phase shift of the measuring circuit at this frequency is (see 6.1.2)
-54 degrees.
The measured phase shift is -290 degrees.
The excess phase shift is mainly caused by higher order poles of the
servovalve. Using the excess phase shift at this frequency _50 estimate the
equivalent delay time of the model, we obtain: t -1.629 10 s.
In figure 6.1.3-2 the measured and calculatea phase response of the
servovalve are given.

L
j

.. I::!:/ 'I\T r: ;"'i--=-.;"""';l":T!,-:-:-ir"T:=:j=:"T",~""":i""".,=..r-r"'T'""T"TT"'".,.=:,.,,,,,,,,,:,,,.,..,.,'"'1.. ,.....".:.":.,1\: :.':·,.~!~~:·,'r!_1 ~+~}=+-.'-''1.':, :.•. :.-I~.::r:!i' l!"_l, :,': ::
,. . ..... "" ... , , : • : ; .":.1";i::> ,,',,:c .. ,." ... .", :.r:_

r" r ·ji .••.•.•.... ;~;:;:.j~Tl ; · .~t'-~ .---I -~c.;Ju~# 1-+!-:: ",
-r'·f: , , im::":, j "::;1 lsfl!:8.~~ ,- ! ::;

\" .. ..... : : t.i;·,'::: ;;:1 ... ',', .• i"1 j.L-j'·-iIf-r1 1 i-- 'i;; i, '.. .., ".".,. " ,-"', "'C" 1--, --- ......... I,",!:
-t--'\. '-'-.:'-'--'-P7'-i': ""t'............:+......:.'+-t-l-+.+.-!-·......·l.:....i :+ii.....' 'J...::r""",i",,'::+:--=t-..:...H++,-+,-:+-''-,--,-:+"...;.:.+......!;.;.:.:':.+-r--l-I.l... -I--L,-,---- _... I , ...
! I I I, : ,I [ I
I 3 4 I> 1 B q 10' 4 5 It 1 B q 10' :l • fre.~ ui!! i\cyO' (Hz) ,

measured and calculated phase response of servovalve
figure 6.1.3-2

f
O

.. 240 Hz.
S .. 0.38 -3
t .. 1.629 10 s.
e
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6.1.4 Parameter estimation of the BTA

1 -1
The parameters to be estimated are ): Qnl(xv),ch ,B and

6.1.4.1 Estimation of the no-load flow function

c •
o

The no-load function is measured at very low frequecies (below 10 Hz).
There is no weight connected to the piston rod, which means that the load
of the BTA is about 0.214 kg(mass of piston + piston rod). At these
frequencies the BTA behaves as a pure integrator. Because the load tends to
zero the following reiation holds :

Q lex ) .. xn v p

~'+- _t~ ..+-
, /'

.. -".',
. i

._,:: :,' :::1

" !.• :

1".-

;"': .. ::-.:":' .... ~'-

.+._-

'::::' .••.•...•.•. ,. ~p:..~•. I1I,:.~,+++:;;1121::;.'':'1 ,..:+:,:4.;:::t··.H.;:1•...~..,;:t.+:,..t..+:"t~::.__:i+::::=

. I ~q;;::"

.,:. '·1'

.,,::.'

. r"

. :.
I:: •........

At these frequencies the dynamic behaviour of the servovalve can also be
neglected(see 6.1.3). Since the gain of the servovalve for these
frequencies is one, we have x -I •

v s ( ) •For low frequencies, function val.ues of Q 1 x can be measured, as x and
I can both be measured. When as a setpofnt Xtriangular wave is sup~lied

s
aDd the feedback is taken to be relatively large (we have taken. the maximum
value of Kr), then x will ~so be a triangular wave (more or less) and Is
will be a square wavl. x can be measured from the slope of x .
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no-load function for BTA
figure 6.1.4.1-1

,
. ·:.L..... :1.:::'

Note 1):

\

The coefficient of viscous damping B was also estimated at
this setup, as it is expected that the friction in the drive
circuit is mainly in the BTA itself.
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Following this procedure a number of function values have been measured
(see figure 6.1.4.1-1). From these measuring results it follows that the
function can be represented by the values (between two points linear
interpolation is used) :

x Qnl.(x
v

)
v

-0.3 -0.62
-0.23 -0.61
-0.0179 -0.009
-0.0111 0.0
-0.0085 0.0

0.0017 0.009
0.194 0.71
0.3 0.72

6.1.4.2 Estimation of the oil compliance, the hydraulic stiffness and
the coefficient of viscous friction

-1
The parameters c,c and B are estimated from the frequency response of
the system. The °feetaback of the circuit was made very small (K minimum

rvalue). It has been verified that in this case the frequency response of
the open loop and of the closed loop were the same for frequencies above 10
Hz. The reason for maintaining a feedback at very low frequencies is the
unstable behaviour of the open loop system at very low frequencies (e.g.
drift) •

The relative damping and the resonance frequency of the system were
measured for various weights. This was done following the same procedure as
described in 6.1.3.
As the dependence of the r~ronance frequency and the damping on the load is
known, the parameters co,ch and B can be estimated from these
measurements.

The measured resonance frequency and relative damping are

Weight(kg) fO(Hz) S

2.7 79.9 0.238
4.1 70.0 0.198
5.1 63.0 0.187
7.5 53.3 0.196
9.0 50.9 0.201
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Estimation of the oil compliance

1
The oil compliance c is estimated usingo miN

Weight(kg)

2.7
4.1
5.1
7.5
9.0

c (m N)
o

47 10
-6

1. -6
1.26 10-6
1.25 10_

6
1.18 10_

6
1.08 10

-6
For c the average value is taken: c - 1.3 10 miNo 0

Estimation of the hydraulic stiffness and the viscous friction

For relative damping yields : S • Ch1~ ~ + B~2V;;0 2M

Since we ~pw c and :S(M) we can write the following set of five equations
relating ch anl B:

-1
735ch + 3.4

-1
905ch + 2.8

-1
1010ch + 2.5

-1
1225ch + 2.0

-1
1340c

h
+ 1.9

10-4B • 0.238

10-4B • 0.198

10-4B - 0.187

10-4B • 0.196

10-4B - 0.201

-1
As estimates for ~ and B the values obtained by linear regression are
taken :

C~l • 7.46 10-5 m/Ns
B • 501 Ns/m
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..... :.
I ,

.-t~...~...
::.

i

In figure 6.1.4.2-1 the function S:(M) is plotted for these values, as also
are the measured values.

I S i ; I
~-t-.....-

I.. :. L

L,,-ULLLj ..IT i ..: J 'I!

dampings function (M)

figure 6.1.4.2-1

I i
I '

c ~ 1.25 10-
6 mIN

o

c~l ~ 1.46 10-5 m/Ns

B ~ 501 Ns/m
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6.2 Estimation of the vane rotor motor circuit parameters________••••• a. a. ••• _

In section 5.1. 2 the model of the vane rotor motor c_ircui t is given. This
model is qui te similar to the model of the BTA ci rcui t.

'~

6.2.1 Parameter estimation of the P-controller

The parameters follow from the electrical diagram of the P-controller.

K - 7.3 10-3 ••••• 0.319 A/V
r

I lim - 0.29 A

It should be noted that the gain is different for both setpoint and
measured value. The value given is the gain for the setpoint. This
asymmetry is accounted for in the gain of the measuring potentiometer.

6.2.2 Measuring potentiometer

The gain is determined by the voltage across the potentiometer.
Taking the voltage difference for a known angle gives :

IKm - 3.945 V/rad I
6.2.3 Parameter estimation of the servovalve

As already stated the only difference in the servovalve is the maximum
valve opening. The dynamic parameters are taken to bo the same as those of
the servovalves in the BTA circuit.
These parameters have not been measured for this valve (there was no extra
valve available).

- 230 Hz
- 0.38

-3
- 1.629 10 s

6.2.4 Parameter estimation of the vane rotor motor

-1
The parameters to be estimated are : Q l(x ) t C t Band c • Unfortunately

n v h "it was not possible to create a separate measur1ng setup With a vane rotor
motor of the same type used in the robot t as with the measurements on the
BTA (the only motor available was the phi-motor itself). It was decided
that the exci tation of the sys tem was to be as low as possible, to prevent
system degeneration. This resulted in a fairly poor estimation procedure.
From the simulation results t carried out for the model verifica tion t this
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procedure proved to be feasible. A better investigation of the dynamic
behaviour should be done with a separate measuring setup, because of the
requisite flexibility in varying the inertial load of the motor.

6.2.4.1 Estimation of the no-load flow function

,
.... I"

The estimation of the no-load function was done following the same
procedure as described in 6.1.4.1. The measuring results are given below.

1-.... t.; .''1- !, ..-J-. -+.- _J +:-~, ..... f -" • --:..' - :-_.. -. I.... i I .. ,·,..... rr ' I _~.__ .-;
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:.. ;.: I . __ J.1 :LL ...,....
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x Qnl(Xv )v

-0.3 -2.439
-0.213 -2.438
-0.106 -1.521
0.0 0.0
0.106 1.521
0.213 2.438
0.3 2.439

no-load function for vane rotor motor
figure 6.2.4.1-1

6.2.4.2 Estimation of the oil compliance, the hydraulic stiffness and
the coefficient of viscous friction

-1
c, c and B is given in
pJ>rsisrant system excitation.
the influence of non-linear

The best way to estimate the parameters
subsection 6.1.4.2. This procedure needs a
Preferably with a sine wave, to minimize
effects.

2
The maximum load of the vane rotor ~otor is about 40 kgm . In our case the

\ load is (worst case) below 0.5 kgm (this is c~lculated from the dynamic
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parameters of the arm mechanism).
As the load is very small for the vane rotor motor, we assume that the
influence of the hydraulic compliance is negligible in our case. This leads
to the case that all damping is caused by the friction force.
From the vibration measurements, done for the "modal analysis", it follows
that the resonance freq~ncy of the vane rotor motor is 33 Hz for a total
system load of 0.338 kgm • -6
For the oil compliance now yields : c • 69 10 rad/Nmo
The relative damping is taken as 0.4 at this load. This is in fact nothing
more than an educated guess. The reasons for choosing this value are

* For loads approaching zero the damping becomes larger because :

* For small loads the relative damping in the BTA circuit is 0.24

The coefficient of viscous friction now is : B - 56 Nms/rad

-6
c - 69 10 radJN

0

-1 ... 0 rad/Nsch

B - 56 Ns/rad
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6.3 Estimation of the kinematic parameters-=•••••••••••-_ .

The parameters given in this section are also estimated from IEasurelllmts
(Machielsen 1983).

6.3.1 The kinematic parameters of the arm mechanism

The kinematic parameters of the arm mechanism are given in table 6.3.1 1.
This table is similar to table 5.2 1. Choosing the parameters d1 ,a5 and d5is quite arbitrary. I have chosen the values zero.
The values a2 and a3 correspond with the arm lengths of the upper arm and
the lower arm. They follow from part drawings.

link type Cl. i
a

i
d

i

1 revolute 90
0

0 0
2 revolute 0 0.3l0m 0
3 revolute 0 0.248m 0
4 revolute 270

0
0 0

5 revolute 180
0

0 0

table 6.3.1 1

6.3.2 Kinematic parameters of the arm drives

These parameters are given in section 5.3.6. The values of these parameters
are taken in accordance with the existing implementation. It is assumed
that Li has the dimension of a meter.

APSQBP ... 7.0925 10-2 2
-2 m2

APBP2 ... 5.5408 10_2 m2
PMSQPN ... 3.9717 10_2 m2
PMPN2 III 2.6443 10 m
'1'0 ... 0.0826 rad
8 0 ... 1.3034 rad
L ... 0.182263 m
L10ff ... 0.182263 m
L20ff ... 0.258053 m
L
30ff

... 0.182263 m
40ff
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From chapter 4 it follows that the dynamic parameters are :

* mass of each link
* vector to center of mass of each link
* inertia tensor of each link

For the EPAAS we have estimated these parameters (from part drawings and
weighing parts).

Mass, mass center

link mass [kg] xi[m] yi [m] zi[m]

1 21.938 0 0 0
2 2.316 -0.135 0.014 0.0003
3 0.914 -0.201 0.001 0.0008
4 0 0 0 0
5H 0.752 0.084 -0.0024 -0.0054

0.007 0.0024
,

5V 0.752 0.077

2Inertia tensor components in kg.m

link I I I I I Ixx yy zz xy xz yz

1 0 0.1352050 0 0 0 0
2 0.0058297 0.0621710 0.0610359 0.0037936 0 0
3- 0.0013536 0.0566100 0.0554180 0.0005841 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
5H 0.0009833 0.0083230 0.0082007 -0.0002484 -0.0003954 -0.0000300
5V 0.0079739 0.0082311 0.0011179 0.0000300 -0.0001616 0.0002484

Here 5H stands for gripper in the horizontal position and 5V for gripper in
the vertical position.
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6.5 Summarv
••:a••••

The parameters to be estimated were

* parameters of the BTA circuits
* parameters of the vane rotor motor circuit
* kinematic parameters
* dynamic parameters of the arm mechanism

The parameters of the BTA circuits were estimated from measurements on a
separate test setup. The estimation of the oil compliance, the hydraulic
stiffness and the coefficient of viscous friction is relatively difficult,
because (in the frequency domain) these parameters are non-linearly
related.
The vane rotor motor circuit parameters were estimated via measurements on
the robot, because it was not possible to create a separate test setup. The
estimation of the oil compliance, the hydraulic stiffness and the
coefficient of viscous friction is poor for this actuator. A better
estimation procedure needs a separate test setup, with the possibility of
changing the inertial load of the actuator.
The kinematic parameters were taken from the existing implementation of the
coordinate transform (r,z) i to (L

3
,L4)·

The dynamic parameters 0'F ~e arm mechanism were estimated from part
drawings and by weighing parts. This estimation procedure can only be
verified by simulation of the overall model. It should be noted that no
literature has been found on the parameter estimation of rigid body models,
as discussed in chapter 4.
In chapter 7 a summary is given of the parameters used for simulation of
the test setup and the overall model.
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7 Model verification

This chapter is devoted to the verification of the models given in the
previous chapters.
The verification consists of comparing the step responses of the model and
the real system. Also a "modal analysis" procedure was done. The results of
this are given in section 7.3.
The step responses of the model are obtained via simulation on a digital
computer, using CSMP in conjunction with the algorithms given in section
4.4.
CSMP was chosen because the user can easily add Fortran IV programs to the
simulation program. This facility was used for the implementation of the
equations of motion of the arm mechanism.
The reasons for taking only into account, signals in the time domain, were
the non-1inearities in the system and the difficulties in obtaining
frequency responses of the (non-linear) model.
The model of the BTA was verified separately, via simulation of the test
setup. From measurements on the robot it became clear that there are
certain differences between the BTA's in the robot and the BTA of the test
setup. These differences are discussed in subsection 7.2.2.

7.1 Verification of the BTA model-._---_._--_..._..._---------

7.1.1 Simulation of the BTA

In figure 7.1.1-1 a diagram of the simulator is given. The load is
simulated as

F • s2Mx + sBx + Mg
L P P

The term Mg represents the gravi ty loading, since the BTA is mounted in the
vertical position (see figure 6.1-1). At the start of the simulation the
initial conditions are (partially) calculated to assure system equilibrium.
The parameter values used for simulation are listed in table-l.l.l-l It
should be noted that the oil compliance is taken as 1.0 10 mIN. It
followed from simulation that this value improves the agreement between
measurements and simulation.
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._t••
!22.~ 1.. ..'

simulation diagram of the test setup
figure 7.1.1-1

Parameter Symbol Value

Gain P-controller K -0.231 A/Vr
Max. current P-cont. 1lim 0.29 A

Resonance freq. servovalve w 1443 rad /s
Relative damping servovalve Sv 0.38
Equivalent delay time t 1.629 10-3 se

-1 -5Hydraulic compliance c
h

7.46 10 m/Ns
-6

Oil compliance c 1.0 10 mIN
Coef. of viscous friction B

O
501 Ns /m

Gain measuring circuit K -186 Vimm
0.658 10-3Delay time t sm

No-load function Qnl -0.3 A · -0.62 mrs,
-0.23 A · -0.61 m/s,
-0.0179 A · -0.009 m/s,
-O.OUI A · -0.0 m/s,
-0.0085 A · 0.0 m/s,

0.0017 A ; 0.009 m/s
0.194 A · 0.71 m/s,
0.3 A ; 0.72 m/s

parameter values used for simulation of the test setup
tab le 7. 1. 1 1
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7.1.2 Simulation results of the model of the test setup

In figures 7.1.2-1 and 7.1.2-2-the step responses for loads of 2.7 and 5.1
kg are given.

5030 40
time (ms)

10 20o

o

100%

o
I 0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME ... 10- I (s)

simulation measurement
step response of BTA extending, load is 2.7 kg

figure 7.1.2-1a

c::::
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o
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5030 40
time(ms)

10 20o

oo
I 0.00 0.30 0.60

TIM E ..• 10-I ( s )

a::
<: 0
> v

o
W N
~

co 0
<: I

simulation measurement
step response of BTA retracting, load is 2.7 kg

figure 7.1.2-1b
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o

0
W N

-l
CI:) 0
<: I

a:::: 100%
< 0
> ~

0 .I 0.00 0.30 0.60 0 20 40 60 80 100

TIME ..• 10-I( S ) time (ms)

simulation measurement
step response of BTA extending, load is 5.1 kg

figure 7.1.2-2a

(vg
0

0
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-l
CI:) 0
<: I

a::::
< 0
> ~

0 a
I 0.00 0.30 0.60 a 20 40 60 80 100

TIME ... 10-1
( S ) time (ms)

simulation measurement
step res pons e of BTA retracting, load is 5.1 kg

figure 7.1.2-2b

o

Apart from the shapes of the curves, the following quantities are
compared :
1) Time after which the first peak occurs
2) Oscillation time
3) Overshoot (y - y )/ymax (Xl (Xl

In tables 7.1.2 1 and 7.1.2 2 these quantities are given for the various
responses.
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Extending Retracting
simulation measurement simulation measurement

First peak after 12.5 ms 12.4 ms 13.0 ms 13.8 ms
Oscillation time 11.5 ms 12.4 ms 12.0 ms 11.7 ms
Overshoot 18 % 22 % 6 % 12 %

quantities for simulation of test setup (load is 2.7 kg)
table 7.1.2 1

Extending Retracting
simulation measurement simulation tD!!asurement

First peak after 14.5 ms 15.3 ms 15.0 ms 16.0 ms
Oscillation time 16.0 ms 16.6 ms 15.5 ms 16.0 ms
Overshoot 40 % 29 % 18 % 24 %

quantities for simulation of test setup (load is 5.1 kg)
table 7.1.2 2

It is not easy to evaluate the accuracy of the quantities given above. The
quantities from the measured responses were determined graphically. The
quantities from the simulation results were determined from the output of
the CSMP simulation. This output was given every 0.5 ms.
Another error source is the integration method used for simulation of the
model, being a fourth-order Runge-Kutta with variable integration interval.
The step size of the integration was controlled via an estimate of the
local error. This error was compared with an error bound specified by the
CSMP simulation program. During the simulations this error bound was set to:

Error bound • ABSERR + RELERR*(INTEG~TOR OUTPUT)
Absolute error bound ABSERR < 1.0 10_4
Relative error bound RELERR < 1.0 10

If we assume the error due to integration is to be negligible, the absolute
error in the calculated time quantities will be 0.5 ms.
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F
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In figure 7.1.2-3 some other simulation results are given, to provide to
the reader a better impression of the model, particularly the non-linearity
modelled in the no-load function.

(m/s)

~Qnl

(m/s)
• 0
X N

0.60
.... 10 -ie s )

0.00 0.30

r I ME

o
o

l.L.J 0
-J
co
<:

Ll?
a::: r-
<C
> 0

I

N

o 0

BTA force exerted on the load

(m/s~ x

0.60
.• 10·' (s)

no load speed

0.00 0.30

TIME

o

l.L.J 0
-J 0
CO
<: 0

a:::
<:
>

piston speed piston acceleration

step response of BTA extending; load is 5.1 kg
figure 7.1.2-3

From the results given in this section we see that the model is suitable
for our purpose. There are some differences, due to the fact that the
estimation of the model parameters is difficult (this is mainly due to the
non-linearities and the relatively high damping).
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7.2 Verification of the robot model______•• • __•••• m.

7.2.1 Simulation of the robot

The robot was simulated using CSMP in conjunction with the algorithms given
in section 4.4. The simulation is divided into the following six blocks
(figure7.2.1-1) :

1) Simulation of the vane rotor motor circuit
2) Simulation of the BTA-L3 drive circuit
3) Simulation of the BTA-L4 drive circuit
4) Simulation of the BTA-L1 drive circuit
5) Simulation of the BTA-L2 drive circuit
6) Simulation of the arm mechanism

sr, ...... roCor ~

"tor
III, 17.2.1.11

SP2 Bt&-l.]
I.

•
1112 17.2. '.21 •
sp] 1 ANBU-L.

_c.bani..
MI!] 17.2. '.21 17.2,'''1

SF. BU-L,
I.

III. 17.2. '-21

15SF
5 BU-L2

M£5 17.2. '-21
,.

block diagram of the simulator
figure 7.2.1-1

The BTA circuits are identical in structure, they only differ in their
transform parameters. A block diagram of these circuits is given in figure
7.2.1-2.
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simulation diagram of BTA drive circuit
figure 7.2.1-2

The transform formulas DL. and L (Xi) are given in section 5.3.
The simulation diagram (flgure t.2 .1-3) of the vane rotor motor is quite
similar to that of the BTA circuits. The differences between them are

1) no delay for measuring the rotor position
2) no transform to intermediate coordinate angles

.-tea

.!~ • ~.. ..

simulation diagram of vane motor rotor circuit
figure 7.2.1-3

The simulation diagram of the arm mechanism is given in figure 7.2.1-4.
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I,-__...,.-f

',__L...-~

'.'l.·.·,·.

I--,....--,.------~

/--r'----t-( }--_ '.1
)-----;..

simulation diagram of arm mechanism
figure 7.2.1-4

The block RIGSIM is in fact a Fortran IV program with the algorithms given
in section 4.4.
From section 4.4 it has become clear that the block RIGSIM is complex. The
joint accelerations are calculated from the joint torques and the joint
state by first solving a special case of the inverse plant problem, then
calculating the matrix of composite inertia and finally calculating the
actual joint accelerations via LU-decomposition.
It will be clear that in this simulator these algorithms are implemented in
a very efficient waYJ i.e. by making use of the CSMP facility of a "user
supplied" Fortran IV subroutine. A facility of this type is, in my opinion,
of major importance in the simulation of the equations of motion of an arm
mechanism.

The inputs are: T
1

••••T
S

F ,F JF
x Y z

N ,N IN
x Y z

61", .6
5<\ ....85

generalized torques

forces on gripper

torques on gripper

joint coordinates

joint veloci ties

joint accelerations

Because the interaction between the arm mechanism and the actuators is
described by intermediate coordinate angles, these intermediate angles are
calculated from the joint state. \ \
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As with the BTA simulation initial conditions are calculated at the start
of the simulation. Also the block RIGSIM is loaded with the kinematic
configuration parameters and the dynamic parameters of the robot.
During my simulations the inputs F J F J F J N J N and N were set to
zero. They represent the external fo~ces Yexer~ed ~n tKe grip~r system with
respect to the link 5 coordinate frame.

7.2.2 Parameters of the simulation

It was expected that there would be differences between the model
parameters of the robot and the model parameters of the BTA test setup. For
that reason certain parameters were determined from. measurements on the
robot. It followed that some parameters needed to be adjusted.
The no-load function was measured on two BTA's (L1 and L2). The simulation
was done with the no-load function obtained via these measurements. Also
the gain of the measuring circuits was estimated for each BTA.
Measurements of the step responses of the robot revealed that the vane
rotor motor and the BTA's L

1
and L3.- have a considerable coulomb friction.

The effective actuator load was calculated with the aid of the program
described in chapter 8. Using the BTA simulation extended with coulomb
friction, the amount of coulomb friction was estimated. Also some
parameters were adjusted to get a better similarity between simulation and
measurements.
In table 7.2.2 1 all parameters are listed. The numbers between brackets
indicate the relative parameter adjustments.
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,

Parameter Symbol vane rotor motor BTA L
3

BTA L
4

BTA L
1 BTA L

2

Gain P-controller K 0.319 Alv 0.144 A/V (-~ X) 0.128 A/V (-10 X) 0.310 A/V (-9 X) 0.415 A/V
r

Hax. current P-cont. I
Um

0.29 A 0.29 A 0.29 A 0.29 A 0.29 A

Reaonance freq. aervovalve W 1443 rad/a 1443 rad/a 1443 rad I. 1443 rad/a 1443 rad /.
Relative damping aervovalve BV

0.38 3 0.38
-3 0.38

-3
0.38 _3 0.38

Equivalent delay time t 1.629 lO- a 1.629 10 a 1.629 10 a 1.629 10 a 1.629 10-3
ae

-1
0 n.~Ha 1.46 ~~. 7.46 ../Ha 7.46 ~~a 7.46 ~~aHydraulic compliance c h -6

OU compUance c 69 10 rad/N 1.0 10 .. IN (-20 X) 1.0 10 mIN (-20 X) 1.0 10 ..IN (-20 X) 1.0 10 ..IN (-20 X)
Coef. of viscoua friction B

O
~6 Ha/rad ~01 Ha/m ~01 Ha/.. ~Ol Ha/.. ~01 Na/m

Coulomb friction Fe 1~ NIB 1~0 H o H 200 N o H

Gain measuring circuit I 3.94~ Vlrad 201 vI..
-3 208 vi.. _3 200 vIm _3 198 V/.. _3m

Delay time t 0 a 0.6~8 10 a 0.6~8 10 a 0.6~8 10 a 0.6~8 10 am
I

Ho load function Qnl
-0.3 A ; -2.439 rad/a -0.3 A ; -0.96 mi.
-0.213 A ; -2.438 rad/a -0.202 A ; ·-o.9~ .. /a
-0.106 A ; -1 •~21 rad/a 0.002 A ; -0.0 m/a
0.0 A ; 0.0 rad'a 0.008 A ; 0.0 ../.
0.106 A ; 1.~21 radla 0.20~ A ; 0.73 m'a
0.213 A ; 2.438 rad /a 0.3 A ; 0.74 m/a
0.3 A ; 2.439 rad/a

Kine.... tic parameters of the arm Dynamic para..etera of the arm mechania..
00...

Unk type Il
i

a
i

d
i

Kaaa, maascenter :

1 revolute 90
0

0 0 Unk ..aaelkgl lI i lml Yi (ml &i (ml
2 revolute 0 0.310m 0
3 revolute 00 0.248.. 0 1 21.938 0 0 0
4 revolute 270

0
0 0 2 2.316 -o.13~ 0.014 0.0003

~ revolute 180 0 0 3 0.914 -0.201 0.001 0.0008
4 0 0 0 0
~H 0.7~2 0.076 -0.0024 -o.00~4 (-lOX in 1I~)

Kinematic para..etera of the drivea ~V 0.1~2 0.0012 0.0024 0.069 (-lOX in z~)

1.092~
-2 2

Inertia 2
APSQ8P • 10-2 112

tensor component a in kg.m :
AP8P2 • ~.~408 10_

2
11

2
PHSQPH • 3.9111 10_

2
m

2
link I I I I I IXII yy ZZ lIy liZ yaPHPN2 • 2.6443 10 II

"0 • 0.0826 rad 1 0 0.13~20~0 0 0 0 0
0 • 1.3034 rad 2 0.00~8291 0.0621110 0.06103~9 0.0031936 0 00

~10ff
• 0.182263 m 3 0.0013~36 0.0~66100 0.0~~4180 0.000~841 0 0
• 0.182263 II 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

L
20ff

• 0.2~80~3 II ~H 0.0009833 0.0061416 0.0066426 -0.0002236 -0.0003559 -0.0000243
L
30ff

• 0.182263 II ~v 0.OO64~89 0.0066612 0.0011119 0.0000243 -o.00014~4 0.000223640ft

parameters of the sl..ulatlon of the overall model
tab Ie 1.2.2 1

J...,.,......
h•to
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7.2.3 Simulation results of the robot model

100%
93~ ::.:-::.-:-":---=.--.:::.- ---
78% ._.-••--_._.--

•• 0
UJ 0
-oJ
co
«
a:::
« 0
> 0

o 25 50 75 100o. 00 a. 40 0 . 80 time (ms)

TIM E .• J 0 -I ( S )

simulation measurement
step response of the vane rotor motor

figure 7.2.3-1

• ('\J

In this section the results of the simulation are given, together with the
measured step responses. Numerical values are given in various tables.

- 0
(V) 0 0

time value
simulation measurement

25 ms 37 % 48 %
50 ms 62 % 78 %
75 ms 88 % 93 %
100 ms 100 % 100 %

step response of vane rotor motor
table 7.2.3 1

Some values of the response are given in table 7.2.3 1. The values at
100 ms are taken as 100 %.

UJ a
-oJ 0

co 0«
a:::
«
>

0.00 0.40 0.80.IO- I (s)

37 100
- time (ms)

simulation measurement
step response of measuring circuit BTA-L3figure 7.2 .3-2a
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0.00 0.40 0.80

TIME ..• 10-'(s)

joint coordinate 8
3

of the BTA-L37.2.3-2b

0.00 0.40 0.80

TIME •• 10-1(5)

joint coordinate 82
step response

figure

··0
LU I
-l
!D
<: 0

0::: Lr)

<:
>

N

0I

:;:)

..
uj

r--

In figures 7.2 .3-2b and 7.2. 3-2c the response of some other variables is
given. These results illustrate the difference between motor coordinates
and joint coordinates.

o
(rad) a

(V)..
0

• 0
0

N")

I
UJ
-l
!D 0
<: Lr)

0::: ~

<: I
>

0.00 0.40

TIME

0.80

.• IO-I(s)

output of measuring circuit BTA-L
4
(simulation)

step response of the BTA-L3
figure 7.2 .3-2c

simulation measurement
First peak after 26 ms 37 ms
Oscillation time 32 ms 44 ms
Overshoot 51 % 22 %

step response of BTA-L3
table 7.2.3 2
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100% _

o
O~-_-.l_---.....

32 time (ms lO-0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME ... 10"'(s)
simulation measurement

step response of measuring circuit BTA-L4
figure 7.2.3-3a

(vg

0

Ltj

UJ
N

-oJ 0CO I
<.

0:::
0<:

> li")

0
I

7.2.3-3b and 7.2.3-3c the response of some other variables is

0.60
.• 10-ltS)

UJ
I

co
<C 0

c:: 0

<: N
> I

o
o

( radc:h
o

0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME .• 10- I (s)
joint coordinate 84

of the BTA-L4
7.2.3-3b

0.30

coordinate 8
3

step response
figure

joint

0.00

TIME

N
lit

0:::
<: 0
> 0

o

o
LU 0
.-.J
co
<:

In figures
given.

(rad)
'" 0o 0

simulation measurement
First peak after 21 ms 32 ms
Oscillation time 26 ms 39 ms
Overshoot 32 % 12 %

step response of BTA-L4tabU 7.2.3 3

/
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(V)
-
I

o
o

• 0

rt")

I

0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME ..• 10 01
(s)

output of measuring circuit BTA-L1(simulation)
step response of the BTA-L4

figure 7.2.3-3c

simulation measurement
step response of measuring circuit BTA-L1

figure 7.2.3-4

70
time (ms)

12a

a

100%

0.00 0.30 0.60

TIM E ..• 10-1 (s)

a::
«
>

LJ.J 0
.-l rt")

CO
« 0

I

simulation measurement

First peak after 11 me 12 me
Oscillation time 23 ms 39 ms
Overshoot 65 % 31 %

step response of BTA-L1
table 7.2.3 4
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time (ms )

o

o 7.5
measurement

100%

I
0.60

.• 10-'(5)
sJ.mU.Lat10n

0.300.00

riME

o
o
o

(V)

step response of measuring circuit BTA-L2
figure 7.2.3-5

simulation measurement
First peak after 10 ms 7.5 ms
Oscillation time 14 ms 6 me
Overshoot 71 % 23 %

step response of BTA-L2
table 7.2.3 5

To the accuracy of the results practically the same applies as ..mat has
been stated in subsection 7.1.2. The only difference is that the output was
given every 1 ms, so that an indication for the error bound in the time
quantities is 1 ms.
From the results given above it becomes clear that there are significant
differences between simulations and measurements. In spite of these
differences the results indicate that the model used to describe the servo
system is usable. This conclusion is supported mainly by the similarity
between the shapes of the responses and the results of the parameter
sensitivity analysis given in chapter 8 (this analysis indicates that the
open . loop gain, the oil compliance and the effective inertial load of the
actuators are sensitive parameters).
The differences are due to the relatively poor parameter estimation done on
the robot (most parameters were determined on the test setup). To improve
the agreement between simulations and measurements a separate parameter
estimation for each actuator circuit is required.
Another error source is the dynamic parameters of the robot, which were
estimated from the construction drawings and by weighing parts. This is in
fact an estimation procedure in ..mich a separate verification is not
possible. Although the mismatch in the parameters is not expected to be
very large, a better estimation with a separate way of verification is
prefered.
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7.3 Verification via "modal analysis"....._-- ------ - ----
7.3.1 "modal analysis"

The dynamic behaviour of the robot was also analysed by means of a "modal
analysis" procedure, to examine whether the assumption that the arm
mechanism can be modelled as a chain of rigid bodies is valid.
With "modal analysis" a mechanical structure is analysed by' measuring the
transfer function between a number of points on the structure. The dynamic
behaviour of the structure is then visualized by the so called "mode
shape", being a plot which shows two or more time points of the vibration.
The different points on the structure are connected together by lines. The
procedure consists of the following steps :

a) determining the measuring and excitation points on the structure.
b) measuring the transfer functions
c) evaluating the transfer functions
d) plotting the results

1In the procedure use was made of a HP 5423 dynamic analyser ). The transfer
functions were measured by exerting a known force on one of' the excitation
points and measuring the acceleration in the measuring point.·

r,-.........---------------_ x

4

• pointll for (r,:z;) plane
Il pointll for. direction

measuring and excitation points for "modal analysis"
figure 7.3.1-1

The measurements were carried out in cooperation
with Ing.M.A.F.Vervoort.
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The force was exerted with a hammer which contained a force transducer in
the tip. The acceleration was measured with a B&K accelerometer.
In figure 7.3.1-1 the excitation and measuring points are shown.
During the measurements it appeared that there was a very small coupling
between the modes (resonance frequencies) in the <I> direction and those in
the (r,z) plane of the robot. Hence the procedure was done twice, namely in
the (r,z) plane using the points 1•••• 16 and the other in the direction
using the other points (17. b•• 26). The measurements were done in the
..start-up" posi tion (<t>-O, a -90 , a-0, y -0, 'l' =0).

7.3.2 results of the "modal analysis" in the (r,z)-p1ane

The transfer function between the points 2 and 4 is shown in figure
7.3.2-1a. This transfer function is quite representative for the transfer
functions measured. Three modes follow from it :

HZilL_
.......---f--.--.......-....--........- ......----+L....L'

L' T-....;;::;:;----"-I--.--...,L-........-_........--l

Mode 1 36 Hz
Mode 2 40 Hz
Mode 3 59 Hz

-- ...12._ L_ L_

a: 0 - 100 Hz
transfer function between points

figure 7.3.2-1

b: 0 - 400 Hz
4 and 2

In figure 7.3.2-1b the same transfer function is given for frequencies up
to 400 Hz. The second curve gives the transfer function when a mass of 2.5
kg is held in the gripper. The frequency shifts are not clear. For the
analysis of these load effects it is suggested that the modal analysis is
done again. This means that all transfer functions should be measured, when
a load is held in the gripper (this was not done for lack of time). In
figures 7.3.2-2, 7.3.2-3 and 7.3.2-4 the "mode shape" plots are given. It
should be noted that these plots give only a rather rough visual impression
of reality.
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I
, -I

~
_CItZl...
-<I)

... 71

I s

• .--1

"lIIOde shape" IIIOde 1
figure 7.3.2-2

/\ ~ -I

~
FlDCICD

...22

awe»
-11.11

I s.
.-l

"mode shape" mode 2
figure 7.3.2~3

r :

'" -I

I FElCICD

SIoI.

owe»
-so.
I s.

.-l

"mode shape" mode 3
figure 7.3.2-4

The following conclusions are drawn

Mode 1 (35.9 Hz) : This mode is due to the oil compliance of BTA L3
The arm behaves as a chain of rigid bodies.
(the model gives 34.7 Hz).

Mode 2 (40.2 Hz)

Mode 3 (59.2 Hz)

This mode is due to the oil compliance of BTA L4
(the model gives 43.3 Hz).

This mode is due to the flexibility of the upper arm.
Here the assumption of rigid bodies is not correct.

From other measurements it followed that the mode due to f1exibi1ty of the
gripper (in the r,z plane) is 13.6 Hz.
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7.3.3 results of the "modal analysis" in the <P direction

The transfer function between points 17 and 19 is shown in figure 7.3.3-1.
The following modes follow from it : 14.8 Hz, 25.2 Hz and 83.2 Hz.

_.... -1---T:::.-_-_-......__- __-_-+......-lIZ

L' ..J.:::::;.....1-_..L-,__......----,l-----;

Mode 1 14.8 Hz
Mode 2 25.2 Hz
Mode 3 83.2 Hz

-. lIZ ...-4._ 7._ 7._

a: 0 - 100 Hz b: 0 - 400 Hz
transfer function between points 19 and 17

figure 7.3.3-1

The second curve in figure 7.3.3-1b shows the transfer function when a mass
of 2.5 kg is held in the gripper. The frequency shift of the second mode
(25 Hz -) 33 Hz) is not clear. This mode is due to the oil compliance of
the vane rotor motor. As stated before a new "mdal analysis" procedure is
suggested to evaluate these load effects.
In figures 7.3.3-2 and 7.3.3-3 the mode shape plots of the modes 2 and 3
are given.

....
• Z

_GID
ZLIl_<II

..,..,.

....
• ]

_GID
"17_<II

-a.a.

I s

r
"mode shape" mode 2

figure 7.3.3-2
"mode shape" mode 3

figur e 7.3.3-3
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The following conclusions are drawn

Mode 1 (14.8 Hz) : This mode is due to flexibility effects in the
gripper, (this followed from other measurements).

Mode 2 (25.2 Hz)

Mode 3 (83.2 Hz)

This mode is due to the oil compliance of the
vane rotor motor

This mode is due to flexibility effects of the
upper arm part

7.3.4 Summary of "modal analysis" results

The coupling between the modes in the (r, z) plane and the modes in the 4>

direction is low.
The measured modes are :

(r,z) plane 4> direction

13.6 Hz 14.8 Hz gripper flexibility
25.2 Hz oil compliance of the vane rotor motor

35.9 Hz oil compliance of BTA L3
40.2 Hz oil compliance of BTA L4
59.2 Hz 83.2 Hz flexibility of upper arm part

For the gripper system the assumption of rigid bodies is not allowed. The
mode of the gripper due to oil compliance is (according to the model) about
140 Hz. From the results shown it is seen that the model is not suitable
for this part. In fact the position in space is not well predicted. For the
other degrees of freedom the assumption of rigid bodies is allowed up to 59
Hz.
The influence of loads in the gripper is not well predicted by the model.
This could be caused by the absence of the gripper flexibility effects.
More study is neccesary on this point.
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7.4 Concludin2 remarks about the verification of the model....a ••=_~.=••• ••_•••••.__.=_..~=•••_~_••__• __••_

The dynamic behaviour of the test setup is fairly well described by the
(linearized) model.
The test setup was simulated using CSMP, whereas the overall model was
simulated using CSMP in conjunction with a FORTRAN IV program. The
simulation time of the robot model is very long (over 200 times the
simulation time of the test setup model). This is due to the complexity of
the model and the simulation of coulomb friction in the robot model. The
simulation time might be reduced by the use of a more advanced integration
technique. (The technique used was Runge-Kutta, which is not a very
efficient integration method. Better integration methods are Adams methods
and the method of Gear).
The facility of CSMP that enables the user to provide his own Fortran IV
subroutines is a very helpful tool in the simulation of the overall model,
because the equations of motion of the arm mechanism are very complex.
The simulation results of the overall model indicate that the model is
valid. The similarity between the measurements and simulations could be
improved by a better parameter estimation.
The results of the "modal analysis" procedure show that the assumption of
rigid bodies holds up to 13 Hz for the gripper system and up to 59 ijz for
the rest of the arm mechanism. This means that the overall model is valid
till 13 Hz. The flexibility effects of the gripper have no measurable
influence on the servosystems.
The influence of load held in the gripper is not clear. These effects might
be explained by the gripper flexibility. This question should be
investigated further.

\
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8 Analysis of the model

8.1 Parameter sensitivity analysis of the BTA model.--_ _-_ _--_ _--_ .
In this section the results of a parameter sensitivity analysis of the BrA
model are given. The analysis is done using the BTA simulation program (see
7.1.1), for one particular simulation (BTA extending, load is 5.1 kg). The
parameters of the BTA model are varied singly. Each simulation is done
three times, first with the estimated value of the parameter, secondly the
parameter is decreased (by 10 or 25 percent). Finally the parameter is
increased (also by 10 or 25 percent). From each simulation run the
following quantities are calculated :

1) Time after which the first peak occurs
2) Oscillation time
3) Overshoot

The sensitivity of each of these quantities to the parameters is
calculated, by dividing the variations in the quantities by the parameter
change (in percents). To the accuracy of the simulation results the same
applies as to the results given in subsection 7.1.2.

Sensitivity of the open loop gain
(V) g

o

o
N

l.L.J
......J 0
CD I

<:

0::: 0
<: ~

'> o
I

0.00 0.30

TIME
variation in open loop

figure 8.1-1

0.60
.• I 0-1

gain

In figure 8.1-1 the response of the simulation is given, for different
gains of the P-controller (0, -10% and +10%). It will be clear that the
sensitivity of this parameter is the same as that of the other parameters,
that determine the open loop gain (e.g. the gain of the measuring circuit
and the no-load function). In table 8.1 1 the quantities discussed before
are given.
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Quantity parameter variation parameter sensitivity
-10 % o % +10 %

First peak after 15.0 ms 14.5 ms 14.5 ms -0.025 ms %
Oscillation time 15.0 ms 16.0 ms 17 .0 ms 0.1 ms %
Overshoot 29 % 42 % 56 % 0.54

variation of the open loop gain
table 8.1 1

Sensitivity of the delay time of the measuring circuit

The simulation results for a variation of the delay time of the measuring
circuit are given below.

(V) ~

'7' 0
o
~

• 0
• Lr)

variation of the

0.00 0.30

TIME
delay time of the

figure 8.1-2

0.60

.• 10- 1
(s)

measuring circuit

Quantity parameter variation parameter sensitivity
-25 % o % +25 %

First peak after 14.5 ms 14.5 ms 15.0 ms 0.01 ms %
Oscillation time 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 0 ms %
Overshoot 40 % 42 % 44 % 0.08

variation of the delay time of the measuring circuit
table 8.1 2

Sensitivity of equivalent delay time of the servovalve

The simulation results for a variation of the equivalent delay time of the
servovalve are given below.
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(V) 0o

•. 0
• Ii")

u...J
--..J
CD
<: 0

o
c:::
<: ,...,
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I

o
o

0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME .• 10-'(5)

variation of the equivalent delay time of the servovalve
figure 8.1-3

Quantity parameter variation parameter sens i tivi ty
-25 % o % +25 %

First peak after 14.0 ms 14.5 ms 15.5 ms 0.03 ms %
Oscillation time 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 0 ms %
Overshoot 37 % 42 % 47 % 0.2

variation of the equivalent delay time of the servovalve
table 8.1 3

Sensitivity of the resonance frequency of the servovalve

•• 0
• L(j

u...J
--..J
CD
<: 0

o
0::::
-<: r(')

> I

oI

o

The simulation results for a variation of the resonance frequency of the
servovalve are given below.

o
(V) Ci

0.00 0.30 0.60
TIME .• 10-1 (5)

variation of the resonance frequency of the servovalve
figure 8.1-4
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Quantity parameter variation parameter sensitivity
-25 % o % +25 %

First peak after 15.0 ms 14.5 ms 14.5 ms -0.01 ms % -

Oscillation time 16.5 ms 16.0 ms 16.0 ms -0.01 ms io
Overshoot 47 % 42 % 40 % -0.14

variation of the resonance frequency of the servovalve
table 8.1 4

Sensitivity of relative damping of the servovalve

Below the simulation results for a variation of the relative damping of the
servovalve are given. 0

(V) 0

...
. 0
• U")

I

o
o

0.00 0.30 0.60
TIME .• 10- 1(s)

variation of the relative damping of the servovalve
figure 8 .1-5

Quantity parameter variation parameter sens i tivi ty
-25 % o % +25 %

First peak after 14.0 ms 14.5 ms 15.5 ms 0.03 ms %
Oscillation time 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 0 ms %
Overshoot 40 % 42 % 44 % 0.08

variation of the relative damping of the servovalve
table 8.1 5

Sensitivity of the coefficient of viscous friction

The simulation results for a variation of the coefficient of viscous
friction are given below.
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<: rtj
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o
(V) 0

0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME ..• 10· I (s)

variation of the coefficient of viscous friction
figure 8.1-6

Quantity parameter variation parameter sens i tivi ty
-25 % o % +25 %

First peak after 14.5 ms 14.5 ms 15.0 ms 0.01 ms %
Oscillation time 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 15.5 ms -0.01 ms %
Overshoot 46 % 42 % 39 % -0.14

variation of the coefficient of viscous friction
table 8.1 6

Sensitivity of the hydraulic compliance

o
(V'p

o
• Ll")

oI

o

The simulation results for a variation of the hydraulic compliance are
given below.

0.00 0.30 0.60

TIME •.• 10-'(s)
variation of the hydraulic compliance

figure 8.1-7
\
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Quantity parameter variation parameter sensitivity
-25 % o % +25 %

First peak after 14.5 me 14.5 ms 15.0 ms 0.01 ms %
Oscillation time 16.0 ms 16.0 ms 15.5 ms -0.01 me %
Overshoot 44 % 42 % 41 % -0.06

variation of the hydraulic compliance
table 8.1 7

Sensitivity of the oil compliance

The simulation results for a variation of the oil compliance are given
below.

(V)O
o

o

o
N

UJ
-I 0
co I

<
c:::: 0
< ~

>
o

I

0.00 0.30

T I ME

I
0.60

.• 10- 1 (3)

variation of the oil compliance
figure 8.1-8

Quantity parameter variation parameter sensitivity
-25 % 0 % +25 %

First peak after 13.5 ms 14.5 ms 15.5 ms 0.04 ms %
Oscillation time 13.5 ms 16.0 ms 18.5 ms 0.10 ms %
Overshoot 31 % 42 % 48 % 0.34

variation of the oil compliance
table 8.1 8

Sensitivity of the effective mass

The simulation results for a variation of the effective mass are given
below.
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TIME

variation of the effective mass
figure 8.1-9

Quantity parameter variation parameter sensitivity
-25 % 0 % +25 %

First peak after 13.5 ms 14.5 ms 15.5 ms 0.04 ms %
Oscillation time 13.5 ms 16.0 ms 18.5 ms 0.10 ms io
Overshoot 29 % 42 % 50 % 0.42

variation of the effective mass
table 8.1 9

From the simulation results given above it becomes clear that the
sensitivity of the open loop gain is relatively high for the case
considered, which is due to the feedback in the model. Two other sensitive
parameters are the oil compliance and the effective mass. Their influence
on the system response is virtually the same, which is also true fran a
theoretical point of view, because small variations in these parameters
cause mainly a difference in the resonance frequency of the BTA. The
influences of the coefficient of viscous friction and the hydraulic
compliance is also more or less the same (which indicates an equal
contribution to the relative damping of the BTA). These two parameters have
a load-dependent influence on the relative damping so that these parameters
are difficult to estimate separately. It should be noted that both the
hydraulic compliance and the oil compliance determine the response to
external forces.
The influence of the other parameters on the system response is not very
strong; therefore the suggestion can be made to simplify the model for
these parameters, by taking an equivalent time delay as a model for the
servovalve. \
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In this section the model of the arm mechanism is analysed. First an
analysis is made of the geometric non-linearity of the robot, which is the
phenomenon that the effective inertial load of the actuators varies with
the position in space. Then the inertial coupling between the "different
degrees of freedom is evaluated. Finally the actuator forces are analysed.
In subsection 8.2.1 the program used for these calculations is described.

8.2.1 Analysis of the equations of motion

The problem of the analysis of the equations of motion can be divided into
two parts :

1) calculation and analysis of forces and torques in a certain point
of a trajectory

2) generation of relevant trajectory information

The first problem can be solved ~y calculating the inverse plant problem
using the Uicker-Kahn formulation of the equations of IOOtion. Special
grouping of terms can be used to identify different force components.
In my opinion, the main problem is generating relevant trajectory
information, because the trajectory considered governs the conclusions
drawn (eg. for any type of manipulator, having rotational joints, the
centripetal and coriolis forces can be of major importance in the dynamics,
when, along the trajectory considered, the speeds are high enough and the
accelerations low enough). The problem of generating this trajectory
information is solved for this particular case by taking sets of setpoints
from the control program of the robot which is operational at the moment.
First we analyse the different terms of the equations of motion as stated
in subsection 4.3.2

+
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Consider the first sum term, which represents the inertial forces.

n
E 0ijqj • Ti + T ij-1 n c n

Jlli

with Tin - inertial force 'Oii represents the composite mass of the
manipulator(joint i is translational)

torque,oii represents the composite moment of
inertia of the manipulator
(joint i is rotational)

T •cin
coupling inertia force (or torque). Acceleration forces
on other members of the manipulator give reaction forces on
the Unk system i. When the joint actuator is considered as
a SISO-system, this force becomes an external force.

As a measure of the inertial coupUng of one joint with respect to all the
other joints we introduce the coupling factor

n 2
L 0ij
-1
IIi
--2~·100 %

°11

Now consider the second sum term, which represents the corioUs and
centripetal forces. These forces can be identified by the following rule:

o q" q" (jllk) corio1is force.
ijk· f k

0ijj.qj.qj centripetal force

The terms are separated as follows

+

The first term represents a centripetal force on joint i as a result of its
own speed. A simple interpretation of this force component shows that it is
always zero, which is due to the classification of the joints following the
Denavit-Hartenberg convention. The second term represents coriolls forces
on joint i due to its own velocity. This term can be interpreted as a
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viscous damping force in a SISO-system. The third term represents all other
centripe~al and coriolis forces and can be interpreted as an external force
on the SISO-system.

The last term in the equations of motion represents the gravity loading on
joint 1. This term can also be interpreted as an external force in the
SISO-system.
An analysis of the different forces can be made by calculating these forces
separately on a given trajectory, as :

In figure 8.2.1-1 the equivalent SISO-system is shown schematically.
Text

Joint actuator-----....

Tv1.s

(effective damping)

- Tin

(effective inertial load)

equivalent !ingle Input Output ~stem of a joint actuator
figure 8.2.1-1

These values can be plotted versus time. With the formulas given above the
joint torques are analysed. These joint torques are exerted by the
actuators. The actuator forces can be analysed when the joint torques are
transformed to the actuator circuits.
We can write the equations of motion in vector form as :

with : I
J(q)
~(g,g)

• vector of joint torques
• composite inertia matrix
- vector of reaction forces (gravity loading,

coriolis and centripetal forces)
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For the relations between the actuator variables and the joint variables we
may write (see also section 5.3) :

·2
~ ,. A.~ + B.~

[, ,. C•.I

with:

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1/DL3 0 0

A- 0 0 -l/DL3 1/DL4 0

l/DLl 0 0 -1!DL4 0

0 l/DL2 0 -1/DL4 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 -DDL3!DL3 2 0 0

B- 0 0 DDL3/DL3 2 -DDL4/DL42 0

DDL1/DL12 0 0 DDL4/DL4 2 0

0 -DDL2/DL2
2

0 DDL4/DL4 2
0

0 0 0 t/DU 0

0 0 0 0 1/DL2

c- O 1/DL3 -1/DL3 0 0

0 0 1/DL4 -1/DL4 -l/DL4

1 0 0 0 0

-2L
1

-2L2
-2 -2
L - L3

·2L
4

·2L5
.2

For the actuator forces yields : F - CJA.t + CJB.L + CD- - -
The matrix C:~ represents the composite inertial load of the actuators. The
vectors CJB.1 and CQ represent velocity dependent forces and gravity load.
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The effective inertial load of the actuator i is [CJA]ii. The off-diagonal
elements of CJA represent the inertial load coupling.
For a certain actuator the veloeity dependent forces can be split up into
forces proportional -to the square of the piston speed, forces proportional
to the piston speed and forces that are not related to the piston speed.
In fact the total force of each actuator can be divided into the following
components :

Fin ~ inertial force

F • force proportional to the piston speed
vis

F
V2

~ force proportional to the square of the pis ton speed

F ~ all other forces
ext

The program used for the analysis of the equations of motion calculates the
joint torques and the actuator forces split up into components as discussed
above, along a given trajectory.
The trajectory information consists of a set of piston positions for all
five actuators. On this set the program uses cubic spline interpolation.
With the cubic spline interpolation we make the assumption of continuity of
the trajectory as well of its first two derivatives. This is in fact a
reasonable assumption because it is obvious physically that the trajectory
and the velocity are continuous. If the acceleration of a given actuator
whould not be continuous, then the force exerted by this actuator would
also not be continuous. From the dynamic model of the actuators it follows
that this cannot be the case.

8.2.2 Analysis of the inertial load of the actuators

In this subsection the variation of the inertial load of the actuators is
analysed, I by calculating the effective mass for each actuator along the
boundaries of the workspace. The boundaries of the workspace are divided
into four trajectories. These trajectories are shown schematically in
figure 8.2.2-1-
Plots of the effective mass of each actuator are shown in figures 8.2.2-2,
8.2.2-3, 8.2.2-4 and 8.2.2-5.
In table 8.2.2 1 the extreme values of these quantities are given. These
extreme values are also given for the case that a weight of 4 kg is held in
the gripper. This is the maximum allowable load.
The BTA L2 was not driven. The variation of the effective mass of this
actuator is determined (as BTA-L1), by the kinematic configuration of the
drive circuit and is therefore the same as of BTA L1 •
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-

boundaries of workspace
figure 8.2.2-1a

z

3

\

-------------..... r
trajectories along boundaries of workspace

figure 8.2.2-1b
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Actuator without load with load

minimum maximum minimum maximum
l 2 2 2

vane rotor motor 0.18 kg.m 0.33 kg.m 0.19 kg.m 1.3 kg.m

L
3

19 kg 38 kg 48 kg 96 kg

L
4

14 kg 38 kg 64 kg 111 kg

L
1

1.3 kg 2.7 kg 33 kg 68 kg

L2
0.2 kg - ... -

extreme values of effective mass of actuators
table 8.2.2 1

Actuator without load with load overall

maximum/minimum maximum!miminum maximum/minimum

vane rotor motor 1.8 6.8 7.2

L
3

2.0 , 2.0 5.1

L4 2.7 1.7 7.9

L
1

2.1 2.1 52.3

L
2

2.1 - -

relative changes of effective masses of actuators
table 8.2.2 2

In: table 8.2.2 2 the relative changes of the effective masses of the
actuators are given.
From the calculation results shown above, it is seen that the geometric
non-linearity of the robot is considerable. This phenomenon can be of
considerable importance in the control of the robot. In the des ign and
tuning of the control system of the robot, two aspects are important. The
controlled system should be stable and the overshoot must be limited. The
other aspect is the bandwidth of the controlled system. The bandwidth
should be as large as possible.
To ensure system stability, 'the worse case of the effective system load
must be considered. The second objective requires tuning of the controller
to a nominal case.
The difference between these two cases is considerable. This follows from
the results given above. It can be seen that much can be gained if the
variations of the effective mass on the actuators are taken into account in
the control of the robot.
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8.2.3 Evaluation of the inertial coupling between the degrees of freedom

The inertial coupling between the degrees of freedom is evaluated for a
nominal case, the start-up position of the robot. In tables 8.2.3 1 and
8.2.3 2 the matrices J and CJA are given in this position.

joint 1 2 3 4 5

1 0.214180 -0.000102 -0.000219 -0.000223 0.002474

2 -0.000102 0.297523 0.062126 -0.008105 0.000336

3 -0.000219 0.062126 0.076586 0.008015 -0.000224

4 -0.000223 -0.008105 0.008015 0.006667 -0.000224

5 0.002474 0.000336 -0.000224 -0.000224 0.001118

composite inertia matrix J
table 8.2.3 1

2
The dimension of the elements is kg.m

actuator 1 2 3 4 5

1 1.347150 -0.045180 2.140560 0.317589 -0.003173

2 -0.045180 0.225879 -0.074280 . -0.225879 0.035173

3 2.140560 -0.074280 21.804420 -0.146145 -0.001097

4 0.317589 -0.225879 -0.146145 13.808524 -0.035115-
5 -0.003173 0.035173 -0.001097 -0.035115 0.214180

composite inertia matrix CJA
table 8.2.3 2

The dim2nsions of the elements are :
* kg.m for the elements CJA

ti
with i or j = 5.

* kg for all other elemenfs

joint coupling J coupling CJA

1 1 % -
2 21 % 3 %
3 82 % 10 %
4 171 % 161 %
5 225 % 107 %

coupling factors of matrices J and CJA
tabIe 8. 2 .3 3
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In table 8.2.3 3 the coupling factors, as defined in subsection 8.2.1, are
given. From the matrix CJA only the coupling factors between the joints
2,3,4 and 5 are calculated~ The first joint is not included in the
calculation, because the dimensions of the different elements of the matrix
CJA are different (due to the difference in type of the actuators).
The results shown above indicate that the inertial coupling between the
degrees of freedom is considerable. The coupling becomes stronger for
joints more towards the gripper.
From the table 8.2.3 3 it follows that, in this particular case, the
coupling is reduced by the kinematical configuration of the actuator drive
circuits.
The inertial coupling might be important in controlling the robot.
In many cases the control of the joint actuators is done for each actuator
separately, considering the joint actuator as a 5150 system. This is in
fact not true. Neglecting the velocity dependent forces and the gravity
load on the robot, the model becomes :

T • J(g).j

This is in fact a non-linear mu1tivariab1e system. This model can be
linearized in a workpoint (as a result of this, the elements of J are taken
to be constant). It will be clear that still in this case the inertial
coupling is present. The amount of coupling determines whether it is
possible to neglect this interaction between the different degrees of
freedom. When it is chosen not to neglect the inertial coupling, the
control system can be designed to provide a decoup1ing.
In our case it is not likely that the inertial coupling has a strong
influence on the behaviour of the controlled system. This is due to the
fact that these forces affect the error signal of the control system by the
hydraulic stiffness and the oil stiffness. As these are both very large, it
is to be expected that these forces are insignificant.

8.2.4 Qualitative analysis of the forces and torques

In this section the results of the qualitative analysis of the forces and
torques are given. Figure 8.2.4-1 shows the trajectory along which the
analysis is done, is given schematically.
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points of trajectory
figure 8.2.4-1a

tracjectory used for the analysis
figure 8.2.4-1b

...~

=I_&_-:-__...~!:i

Table 8.2.4 1 gives a few computational results. These data are relevant
for a point just halfway the trajectory (shown in figure 8.2 .4-1a). The
speed along this trajectory was taken as the maximum allowable speed.
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joint coordinates, velocities and accelerations

joint q q Ii
1 44° 138° /8 24°/82

2 81° -25° / s II° /8
2

3 274° 34°/9 -190°1 s2

4 12° 0° /s 172
0 /s 2

5°
,

-10°/ s 179°/8
2

5

joint torques[Nm]

joint Tin T T T T T
dn cen cor grav tot

1 0.101 0.008 0.000 0.232 0.000 0.343

2 0.061 -0.252 0.501 -0.041 3.417 3.687

3 -0.271 0.045 -0.143 0.000 2.378 2.008

4 0.020 -0.037 -0.099 0.006 0.1l6 0.007

5 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.003 -0.003 0.010

joint torques [Nm]

joint Tin T Text vis
1 0.101 0.009 0.233

2 0.061 3.665 -0.039

3 -0.271 2.278 0.000

4 0.020 -0.013 0.000

5 0.003 0.006 0.000

actuator forces[N} and torques [Nm]

actuatorlFin
F F

V2
F
vis Ftotext

1 -0.013 0.113 0.001 0.000 0.100

2 -0.000 0.138 0.000 0.000 0.138

3 -0.688 -16.108 0.198 0.000 -16.598

4 -3.050 31.104 0.030 0.000 28.084

5 0.102 0.009 0.000 0.233 0.343

calculation results at time point 0.6 s

table 8.2.4 1
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The figures 8.2.4-2,8.2.4-3,8.2.4-4 and 8.2.4-5 show the joint torques

and actuator forces along the trajectory.
From the results given above it follows that in this particular case the
gravity load, the centripetal and coriolis forces are large as compared to
the inertial forces. The most important component of the joint torque is
the torque caused by the gravitational acceleration. The torques due to
inertial coupling are not higher than ten percent of the torque due to
gravity. The component that introduces viscous friction is relatively
small. The major influence of centripetal and corioUs forces is via the
external force component. The inertial forces have a relatively strong
influence at the beginning and the end of the trajectory. It will be clear
that under nominal conditions (e.g. in this case) the dynamic behaviour of
the system is governed by the gravity forces and the inertial forces.
In figures 8.2.4-6 and 8.2.4-7 the joint and actuator forces and torques
are shown, for the case that a weight of 4 kg is held in the gripper.
These figures are compared with 8.2.4-2 and 8.2.4-4. From these results it
becomes clear that all forces and torques are larger, but that their trend
is practically the same. In fact this case leads to the same conclusions as
those stated above.
In figures 8.2.4-8 and 8.2.4-9 the joint and actuator forces and torques
are shown, for the case that the speed is taken as five times the maximum
allowable speed (no weight is held in the gripper).
In table 8.2.4 2 numerical data is given for this case.

joint coordinates, velocities and accelerations

joint
. ..

q q q

1 44° 688° / s 6000 /s
2

2 81° -1230 /s 284 0 /s2

3 274° 170°/s -47580
/s

2

4 12° -2 0
/s 4289°/s2

5 5° -48°/ s 44740 /s2

joint torques [Nm]

joint Tin T T T T T
cin cen cor 2rav tot

1 2.539 0.212 0.006 5.810 0.000 8.567

2 1.548 -6.305 12.533 -1.014 3.417 10.178

3 -6.786 1.119 -3.568 0.003 2.378 -6.854

4 0.499 -0.922 -2.474 0.159 0.116 -2.622

5 0.087 0.041\ 0.110 0.077 -0.003 0.313
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joint torques [Nm]

joint Tin T T
ext vis

1 2.539 0.213 5.816

2 1.548 9.614 -0.984

3 -6.786 -0.068 0.000

4 0.499 3.120 0.000

5 0.08.7 0.225 0.000

actuator forces[NJ and torques [Nm]

actuatorIFin F F
V2

F F
ext vis tot

1 -0.325 -37.710 0.013 0.001 -38.021

2 -0.000 4.445 0.000 0.000 4.445

3 -17.195 -156.146 4.958 0.000 -168.384

4 -76.251 11.407 0.749 0.010 -64.085

5 2.539 0.213 0.000 5.816 8.567

calculation results at time point 0.12 s

velocity five times maximum

table 8.2.4 2

From the results shown above it follows that now the major components of
the joint torques are the velocity dependent torques. This is easily
explained by the quadratic relation between the torques and the velocities.
The results given in this subsection, show that in a nominal case the
dynamics are mainly determined by gravi ty loading and inertial forces. At
higher speeds the velocity dependent forces become important. The influence
of loads in the gripper do not change this conclusion.
It should be noted that when accurate position control is necessary the
required speeds are mostly relatively low, as this is when the manipulator
is approaching its goal. Along trajectories the required speed may be high,
but in that case it is mostly not necessary to control an accurate course.
Following this reasoning it will be clear that the velocity dependent
forces may be neglected by the control system, but that it might be
advantageous to compensate the gravity load on the actuators.
Since the coupling inertial forces are relatively small compared to the
forces due to gravity, it is not expected that much is gained by
compensating these forces like the gravity forces.

\ \
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the equations of motion of the arm
trajectory information, because this
case this is solved by taking sets of
the robot, which is operational at the

Analysis of the model

8.3 Concluding remarks on the analysis of the model... __ .a ..
From the parameter sensitivity analysis it is seen that the dynamic
behaviour of the actuators is mainly determined by the open loop gain, the
oil compliance and the inertial load of the actuators. The dynamic
behaviour of the servovalve has only minor influence on the system
response. Therefore it is suggested that the model is simplified for this
part (taking only an equivalent time delay for the servovalve). The other
parameters of the actuators, the hydraulic stiffness and the coefficient of
viscous friction, have prac tically the same io£ luence and are therefore
difficult to estimate.
A difficulty in the analysis of
mechanism is to generate relevant
determines the conclusions. In this
setpoints from the control system of
moment.
The analysis of the arm mechanism shows that the geometric non-linear! ty
and the inertial coupling of the arm are considerable. For the case
considered, the inertial coupling is substantially reduced by the kinematic
configuration of the actuator drive circuits.
The actuator and joint forces and torques are mainly determined by the
gravity load and inertial forces. The velocity dependent forces
(centripetal and coriolis) can be neglected in our case, in view of the
relatively low speeds. These forces determine the dynamic behaviour of the
robot at high speeds. Loads held in the gripper do not change these
conclusions, because all force components become equally bigger.
For the control of the robot it is expected to be advantageous to
compensate for the effects of the geometric non-linearity and the gravity
loading of the arm mechanism. As the coupling inertial forces are
relatively small compared to the forces due to gravity, it is not expected
that much is gained by compensating for these forces, like the gravity
forces. Furthermore it is not expected that the coupling inertias give a
strong coupling between the different degrees of freedom, because they
contribute to the error signal via the hydraulic stiffness (which is very
large). Therefore it is assumed that it is not necessary to adopt a
multivariable control strategy. It should be noted that for other types of
actuators (e.g. electrical) it might be advantageous to include the effects
of coupling inertia in the control strategy.
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9 Conclusions

* The model of the robot EPAAS, as discussed in this repo rt, can be used
for control purposes. The model is based on the assumption that the arm
mechanism can be modelled as an open kinematic chain consisting of rigid
bodies.

* The division of the overall model into a model of the arm mechanism and
models of the actuator circuits is very convenient. It makes the overall
model clearly structured. For the problem of modelling, much literature
is available, both for modelling the arm mechanism and for modelling the
actuator circuits.

* The arm mechanism is modelled as an open kinematic chain consisting of
rigid bodies. This is not done by deriving the equations of motion
explicitly, but it is done implicitly, by stating algorithms and
determining the model parameters. It is possible to derive the equations
of motion of the arm. mechanism explicitly using the algorithms stated.
Due to the complex nature of these equations it is questionable whether
this leads to a deeper insight into the dynamic behaviour of the robot.

* The algorithms given in section 4.4 can be used for real-time control.
Using these algorithms, it is possible to realise very complex control
schemes. The compensations proposed in section 8.2, can be made with
these algorithms.

* The models of the actuator circuits are quite similar. Essential in the
approach is that models are derived for the cases that the actuator
loads are unknown. This is a result of the division of the overall model
into models of the different system parts.

* The estimation of the IIIOdel parameters of the actuator circui t IIIOdels
can best be done by using a separate test setup. It was possible to
create such a setup with a BTA. This was not the case with the vane
rotor motor.

* During the verification of the IIIOdel, it appeared that there were
significant differences between the test setup and the actuators mounted
in the robot. A better similari ty between simulations of the overall
model and measurements can be achieved by estimating the model
parameters of the actuators separately for each actuator circuit on a
test setup.

* The estimation of the dynamic parameters of the arm mechanism is not
very satisfactory, because a separate verification is not possible. No
literature about this subject was found.
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* The simulation time of the robot model is very long (over 200 times the
simulation time of the model of the test setup). This is due to the
complexity of the model and the simulation of coulomb friction in the
robot model. The simulation time might be reduced by the use of a more
advanced integration technique. The following aspects should be taken
into account, the calculation of the derivative is very complex (due to
the arm mechanism model) and the set of differtial equations may be
stiff (due to the simulation of the coulomb friction).

* The facility of CSMF which enables the user to provide his own Fortran

IV subroutines is a very helpful tool in the simulation of the overall
model, because the equations of motion of the arm mechanism are very
complex.

* The "modal analysis" results show that the assumption of rigid bodies is
valid to 13 Hz for the gripper system and up to 59 Hz for the rest of
the arm mechanism. This indicates that the overall model is can be used
up to 13 Hz. The flexibility effects of the gripper have no measurable
effect on the servosystems.

* The influence of load held in the gripper is not clear. These effects
might be explained by the gripper flexibility. This subject should be
investigated further.

* From the parameter sensitivity analysis it is seen that the dynamic
behaviour of the actuators is mainly determined by the open loop gain,
the oil compliance and the inertial load of the actuators. The dynamic
behaviour of the servovalve has only minor influence on the system
response. The other parameters of the actuators, the hydraulic stiffness
and the coefficient of viscous friction, have practically the same
influence and are therefore difficult to estimate separately.

* A difficulty in the analysis of the equations of motion of the arm
mechanism is generating relevant trajectory information, as this is
mainly determining the conclusions. This is solved in this case by
taking sets of setpoints from the control system of the robot, which is
operational at the moment.

* The analysis of the arm mechanism shows that the geometric non-linearity
and the inertial coupling of the arm are considerable. In the case
considered, the inertial coupling is significantly reduced by the
kinematic configuration of the actuator drive circuits.
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Conclus ions

* The actuator forces and joint· torques are mainly determined by the
gravity load and inertial forces. The velocity dependent forces
(centripetal and coriolis) can be neglected in our case, in view of the
relatively low speeds (table 8.2.4 1). These forces dete~ine the
dynamic behaviour of the robot at high speeds (table 8.2.4 2). Loads
held in the gripper do not change these conclusions, because all force
components become larger to the same extent.

* For the control of the robot it is expected to be advantageous to
compensate for the effects of the geometric non-linearity and the
gravity loading of the arm mechanism. As the coupling inertial forces
are relatively small compared to the forces due to gravi ty, it is not
expected that much is gained by compensating for these forces. It is
also not expected that the coupling inertias give a strong coupling
between the different degrees of freedom, because they contribute to the
error signal via the hydraulic stH fness (which is very large).
Therefore it is assumed that it is unnecessary to adopt a multivariable
control strategy. It should be noted that for other types of actuators
(e.g. electrical) it might be advantageous to include the effects of
coupling inertia in the control strategy.
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Appendix A, List of symbols used

Only the most important rules are given. General rules are

* Dots above variables indicate time derivatives.
* Underlining of variables indicates vectors.
* Back superscript of vectors indicates reference frame of vector.
* Subscript of , vectors indicates joint number.
* Superscript T indicates transpose of vector or matrix.
* Square brackets [] indicate dimensions.

APBP2

APSQBPSQ

B

B
i-1
~

-1ch
c

o
C

CJA

- Length of link i [mI.

- Transform matrix for accelerations.

- 4x4 matrix describing the relation between the

coordinate frames of links i-1 and i.

- 3x3 rotation matrix describing the relation between

the coordinate frames of links i-1 and i.

- 2APBP. Transform parameter [m2].
222- AP + BP • Transform parameter [m ].

- Transform matrix for accelerations.

- Coefficient of viscous friction [Ns/rad or Ns/m].

- Vector locating the composite center of mass of the

links i,i+1, ••••• n [mI.

- Hydraulic stiffness of servomotor [rad/Ns or mlNs].

- Oil compliance of servomotor [rad/N or mIN].

- Transform matrix for joint torques.

- Transform of matrix of composite inertia to

actuator circuits.

- Distance between links i-1 and i. Used as joint

coordinate in case of a translational joint [mI.
2

- Composite inertia of joint i [kg.m or kg].

- Coupling inertia of joint i, with joint j
2

[kg.m or kg].

- Coefficient of coriolis torque of joint i, due to

velocities of joints j and k.

Coefficient of centripetal torque of joint i, due to

the velocity of joint j.
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- Torque due to gravity load on joint i [Nm].

- Vector of reaction torques [Nm].

- Derivative of coordinate transform equation L
i

•

- Second derivative of coordinate transform equation.

- Error signal, input of P-controller [V].

- Composite inertia tensor of the

Iinks i , i +1 , ••••• n •

- Interaction force between links i-I and i [N].

- d#Alembert force on link i [N].

- External load force on BTA [N].

- Actuator force component, behaving as

external force [N] •

- Force exerted on load, by BTA [N].

- Inertial (actuator) force [N] •

- Actuator force component, behaving as viscous

friction [N] •

- Actuator'force component proportional to the

square of the piston velocity [N].

- External forces on gripper [N].

- Vector indicating the gravitational acceleration in

the base frame [m/s2].
2

- Moment of inertia about x-axis (link i) [kg.m ].

- Product of inertia for x and y axis (link i)
2[kg.m ].

- Current for the servovalve [A].

- Maximum current of P-controller [A].

- Pseudo inertia matrix of link i.

- Inertia tensor of link i.

- Composite inertia matrix.
2- Element of composite inertia matrix [kg.m ].

- Vector containing external forces and torques on

the gripper.

- Gain P-controller.

- Manipulator jacobian.

- Gain measuring circuit [VIm].
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-l

- BTA length of BTA 1, fixing the gripper orientation.

- BTA length of BTA 2, fixing the gripper orientation.

- BTA length of BTA 3, fixing the position of link 2.

- BTA length of BTA 4, fixing the position of link 3.

- Rotor position of vane rotor motor.

Length of BTA i in "start-up" position [m].

- Vector with squares of BTA velocities.

- Mass of link i [kg].

- Composite mass of the links i,i+l •••• n [kg].

- Inertial mass [kgJ.

- number of links.

- Interaction torque between links i-l and i [Nm].

- d'Alembert torque on link i [Nm].

- External torques on gripper [Nm].

- Vector describing the translation of the origin of

coordinate frame i from the origin of frame i-l [mI.
2

- 2PMPN. Transform parameter [m ].
222- PM + PN • Transform parameter [m ].

Joint coordinate (= joint variable) of joint i [rad]

- No-load flow function [m/s].

- Vector locating the center of mass of link i [mI.

- Laplace operator.

- 4x4 rotation matrix, used for rotation about the

x-axis, of a 4 dimensional vector.

- Equivalent time-delay of servovalve [s].

- Time-delay of measuring circuit [s].

- Inertial torque [NmJ.

- Coupling inertia torque [Nm].

- Torque component behaving as viscous friction [Nm].

- Torque component behaving as external torque [Nm].

- 4x4 translation matrix, used for translation of a

4 dimensional vector over a vector (a,b,c,l).

- Joint torque of joint actuator i (= generalized

torque) [Nm].
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- 4x4 matrix describing the relation between the

coordinate frames of links j and i.

- Linear speed of joint i [m/s].

- Linear speed of center of mass of link i [m/s].

- Position of piston in ETA [m]

- Normalized valve opening of servovalve [A].

- Twist of link i [degrees]

- Intermediate coordinate angle [rad].

- Intermediate coordinate angle [rad].

- Intermediate coordinate angle [rad].

- Derivative of Ai with respect to the joint

variable.

- Angle between links i-1 and i, used as joint

coordinate in the case of a rotational joint.

- Offset angle. Transform parameter.

- Intermediate coordinate angle [rad].

- Intermediate coordinate angle [rad].

- Offset angle. Transform parameter [rad].

- Angular resonance frequency of BTA [rad/s].

- Angular resonance frequency of servovalve [rad/s].

- Angular velocity vector of link i [rad/s].

- second derivative of matrix °Tp with respect to

the variables of joints j and k.

- derivative of matrix °Tp with respect to the

variable of joint i.

\
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Appendix B, Survey of the studied literature

For the project some literature has been studied. The literature used in
the report is given in the list of references. In this appendix a brief
survey on the studied literature is given as a support to future workers in
this field.

In many publications a IDOdel of a manipulators dynamics is used in the
control strategy. In most cases the assumption of rigid body mechanics is
made. In many control schemes the inverse plant idea is used to realise a
non-linear system decoupling. (e.g. Luh et a1. (1980b». This means that
the inverse plant problem has to be calculated in real-time. The real-time
calculation of the inverse plant problem, has become a separate goal for
some researchers. For calculating the inverse plant problem efficiently,
the model can be parameterized. Raibert (1977) gives a very clear review on
the subject of model parameterization. He introduces a "unifying concept".
The rigid body dynamics can be parameterized to a certain degree. Depending
on this degree the IDOdel is referred to as :

Analytic The model is not parameterized and is
given by analytic expressions. The
joint torques are calculated from joint
coordinates, velocities and
accelerations.

Configuration Space 1: = Ig,(g",ci) The IDOdel is parameterized, taking the
joint coordinates as parametric
variables. Via some look-up table
concept, the joint torques are
calculated from the joint velocities
and the accelerations.

State Space T :II r .(ii)- s ,,g -
The model is parameterized in the
space of the manipulator. The
torques are calculated from the
accelerations.

state
joint
joint

Cerebellar All the variables are taken as
parametric variables. The joint torque

is obtained from a look-up table (Albus
1975).

It should be noted, that for the parameterized models, also a decision on
the interpolation has to be made. The central point of Raibert is the way
in which the computational cost can be traded off with memory storage. He
also· shows, why the above stated forms are superior to all the other
possiblities.
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I have concentrated on the analytic model approach.
For analytic models, there are two different approaches

- Deriving an analytic set of equations; this results in an explicit
formulation of the model.

- Implicit formulation of the model, via algorithms which solve the
inverse plant problem and the direct problem.

An analytic set of equations can, in general, not be derived by hand
(Heman! et al. 1975). Using straightforward implicit formulations of
manipulator dynamics (e. g. Paul, 1981), the equations of motion can be
derived explicitly using special programming packages on a digital
computer, called symbolic manipulators. With these packages, the equations
of motion are derived symbolically. Levinson (1977) discusses some aspects
of different packages (~AL, TRIGMAN and FORMAC). Recently the package
REDUCE is more spoken of ) and used by Nicosia et al. (1981) who developed
a user oriented code, DYMIR, to obtain the equations of motion of a
manipulator. It should be noted that DYMIR deals not only with rigid body
motion, but also with joint elasticity and dissipaty (gear boxes).
Schie1en et a1. (1977) discuss the symbolic derivation of the equa tions of
motion of mu1tibody systems, using standard Fortran IV. It is not clear Why
they have not used one of the above mentioned packages, as they provide
very good tools for the job.
The other type of approach, implicit formulation, has received much more of
attention, via the development of control algorithms. The main idea is to
develop efficient algorithms which calculate the inverse plant problem or
the direct problem, starting with the robots kinematic configuration and
the dynamic parameters of the arm mechanism. The algorithms can be based on
several dynamic pricip1es. Vukobratovic et a1. (1982) give a review on a
number of methods, based on various dynamic principles.
Hooker et a1. (1965, 1970) describe a method based on the equations of
Newton and Euler. They derived the dynamical attitude equations for an
n-body sate1ite. They do not discuss the implementation of the method. The
method can also be used in the field of robotics.
The most important and recent method based on the Newton and Euler
equations is given by Luh et a1. (1980). This method and closely related
methods are also discussed by Vukobratovic et al.(1982), Stepanenko et a1.
(1976), Orin et a1. (1979). Simulation of the manipulator dynamics, based
on the method given by Luh et al. is discussed by Walker et al.(1982).

1Note ) The package REDUCE is available at the Eindhoven University of
Technology and at the Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven.
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Another dynamic principle used for the derivation of the equations of
motion is the Lagrange formulation of the principle of d"'Alembert. This
principle has the advantage of automatically eliminating non-working
constraint forces, like the Lagrange equations, but it has_ not the
disadvantage of the calculations of tedious and lenghty differentiations.
The dynamic priciple is described by Kane (1961, 1965, 1967), Huston et al.
(1973, 1976, 1978, 1979, 1980b, 1982).
The article by Huston and Kelly (1982) perhaps gives the best impression of
the application to robotics. They claim the possibility of high numerical
speed, together with eliminating singularities through the use of Euler
parameters. To my knowledge, there has not yet been made a comparison
between the very fast (recursive) Newton-Euler based algorithm given by Luh
et a1.(1980) and this (also recursive) algorithm. Interesting points of
this method are that the method is not restricted on rigid body motion.
Link flexibility can be introduced (Huston et al., 1980a, 1981). The method
is also applicable to ··simple" non-holonomic systems (Kane, 1967).
A good survey of the different Lagrangian formulations of manipulator
dynamics is given by Hollerbach (1980). The Uicker-Kahn formulation is
described in detail by Paul (1981). Hollerbach also describes a recursive
Lagrangian procedure which can be used for real-time purposes.
The literature discussed above, usually deals with rigid body models.
Truckenbrodt (1980,1981) considers link flexibility. His approach is very
elegant theoretically. He considers the link flexibility first in quite
general terms. The model used describes the link flexibility as an infinite
dimensional process with six degrees of freedom. Depending on premisses
specific to the robot, the dimensionality is made finite, through the
discretization of the elastic coordinates by means of a truncated series
expansion (Ritz-method) and the number of degrees of freedom is reduced by
assumptions based on the link construction.

In the list given below the references belonging to the previous text are
given. I found the references marked with an asterisk very interesting.

1 Albus J.S.
A New Approach to Manipulator Control: The Cerebellar Model Articulation
Controller (CMAC)
Transactions of the ASME; Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and
Control
Vol. 97, No.3, p.22o-227, Sept. 1975

2 Hemani H., V.C. Jaswa, R.B. Mcghee
Some alternative formulations of manipulator dynamics for computer
simulation studies.
Proc. of 13th Allerton Conf. on Circuit and Systems Theory
Univ. of Illinois, October 1975.

\
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*3 Hollerbach J.M.
A recursive Lagrangian formulation of manipulator dynamics and a
comparative study of dynamics formulation complexity
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics
Vol.SMC 10, No 11, Nov 1980, p.73Q-736

*4 Hooker W.W., M. Margulies
The Dynamical Attitude Equations for an n-Body Satelite
The Journal of Astronautical Sciences
Vol. XII, No.4, p.123-128, 1965

5 Hooker W.W.
A set of r Dynamical Attitude Equations for an Arbitrary n-body
Satelite Having r Rotational Degrees of Freedom.
AIAA Journal
Vol. 8, No.7, July 1970

6 Huston R.L., C.E. Passerello
On Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle
Matrix and Tensor Quarterly
Vol. 23, p.109-112, 1973

7 Huston R.L., C.E. Passerello
Eliminating Singularities in Governing Equations of Mechanical Systems
Mechanics Research Communications
Vol. 3, p.361-365, 1976

8 Huston R.L., C.E. Passerello, M.W. Harlow
Dynamics of Multirigid-body systems
Transactions of the ASME; Journal of Applied Mechanics
Vol. 45, p.889-894, 1978

9 Huston R.L., C.E. Passerello
On Multi-Rigid-Body System Dynamics
Computers & Structures
Vol. 10, p.439-446, 1979

10 Huston R.L.
Flexibility Effects in Multibody System Dynamics
Mechanics Research Communications
Vol. 7(4), p.261-268, 1980

11 Huston R.L., C.E. Passerello
Multibody structural Dynamics including Translation between the Bodies
Computers & Structures
Vol. 12, p.713-720, 1980
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12 Huston R.L., F.A. Kelly
Modelling of Flexibility Effects in Robot Arms
Proc. Joint Automatic Control Conf.
Charlottesville Va., 1981

*13 Huston R.L., F.A. Kelly
The Development of Equations of Motion of Single-Arm Robots
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetic~

Vol.SMC-12, No.3, May-June 1982

14 Kane T.R.
Dynamics of Nonholonomic Systems
Transactions of the ASHE; Journal of Applied Mechanics
Vol. 83, p.574-578, Dec. 1961

15 Kane T.R., C.F. Wang
On the Derivation of Equations of Motion
J. Soc.for Indust. and Appl. Math.
Vol. 13, No.2, p.487-492, June 1965

*16 Kane T.R.
Dynamics
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1967

17 Levinson D.A.
Equations of Motion for Multiple Rigid-Bodies Systems via
Symbolic Manipulation.
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets
Vol. 14, No.8, p.479-487, 1977

*18 Luh J.Y.S., M.W.Walker, R.P.C.Paul
On line Computational Scheme for Mechanical Manipulators
Transactions of the ASME; Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and
Control
Vol. 102, p.69-76, June 1980

*19 Luh J.Y.S., M.W.Walker, R.P.C.Paul
Resolved-Acceleration Control of Mechanical Manipulators
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control
Vol.AC-25, No.3, June 1980

20 Nicosia S., F. Nicolo, D. Lentini
Dynamical Control of Industrial Robots with Elastic and Dissipative
Joints
Proc. 8th Triennial World Corngress of IFAC.
Kyoto, XIV p.60-65, August 1981
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21 Orin D.E., R.B. Mcghee, M. Vukobratovic, G. Hartoch
Kinematic and Kinetic Analysis of Open-Chain Linkages Utilizing
Newton-Euler Methods.
Mathematical Biosciences 43:107-130
1979

*22 Paul R.P.
Robot Manipulators
MIT-press, 1981

Mathematics, Programming and Control

*23 Raibert M.H.
Analytical Equations versus Table look-up for Manipulation:
A Unifying Concept
Proc. IEEE Conf. on Decision and Control
New Orleans, Dec. 1977.

24 Schiehlen W.O., E.J. Kreuzer
Symbolic Computerized Derivation of Equations of Motion
Dynamic of Multibody Systems, Ed. K.Magnus
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1977

2S Stepanenko Yu., M. Vukobratovic
Dynamics of Articulated Open-Chain Mechanisms
Mathematical Biosciences 28:137-170
1976

*26 Truckenbrodt A.
Bewegungsverhalten and Regelung hybrider Mehrkoerpersysteme mit
Anwendung auf Industrieroboter.
VDI-Fortschritt-Berichtreihe 8, Nr. 33
VDI, Dusseldorf, Sept. 1980.

27 Truckenbrodt A.
Truncation Problems in the Dynamics and Control of Flexible Mechanical
Systems.
Proc. 8th Triennial World Corngress of IFAC
Kyoto, XIV p.60-65, August 1981

28 Vukobratovic M. et ale
Scientific Fundamentals of Robotics
Springer Verlag, 1982
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*29 Walker M.W., D.E.Orin
Efficient Dynamic Computer Simulation of Robotic Mechanisms
Proc. 1981 Joint Automatic Control Conference
Charlottesville Va., 1981

or Transactions of the ASME; Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and
Control
Vol. 104, p.20S-211, Sept. 1982

Some additional literature may be found in the list below.

30 Book W.J.
Analysis of Massless Elastic Chains With Servo Controlled Joints
Transactions of the ASME; Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and
Control
Vol. 101, p.187-192, Sept. 1979
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Appendix C
Influence of friction on the dynamic behaviour of the actuators

In appendix D and E models of the actuators are given. The transfer
function is derived for two cases, unknown and known load.
The load of the actuators can, in general be divided in different parts,
namely :

* inertial loads
* friction forces
* spring loads
* external forces

In this appendix the influence of friction will be discussed.

Friction models=-....--=••-••••

The phenomenon friction is of a very complicated nature. From the analysis
of friction it follows that in most cases friction can be separated into
different components

* viscous -friction F
f • BxP

1
• F sgn(x )* coulomb friction ) Ff c P

* stick-slip Ff F .sat(FL!F )
. .. 0~ X

i OS S .p II 0• x
p

Introduction of friction in the models_.a.a.==••_m••••_a__••=a••=._...~..__
As the viscous friction is a linear type of friction it is easy to work
with the linear BTA model (see appendix D ).

Coulomb friction represents a more difficult case. Consider the piston
moving. In this case the time derivative of the force F

L
is zero.

The friction force, which is independent of the piston speed, can be
introduced into the model as being a part of the external force F •

e

1
Note ) The reader should be aware of the different definitions used

by different authors. C.A.Coulomb introduced a friction model,
describing 'dry'-friction between bodies. The friction forces
in this model are always opposite to the body movement, but
its value is independent of the body speed.
For bodies at rest he described the friction force with the
stick-slip model.
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- (
+ 213s +

wh
1 )

The coulomb friction is now modelled as a part of the no-load function, for
piston speed greater than zero. The same applies to piston speeds smaller
than zero. For low frequencies there is no phase shift between x and x ;
in this region the influence of coulomb friction is totally incor~rated fn
the no-load function, as sgn(x ) • sgn(x ). For higher frequencies this is
no longer true. When necessaryVthe influince of this friction component in
this region can be investigated using a describing f~ction approach
(Viersma et a1. 1975;Merrit 1967).
With the describing function approach the system is being analysed for
sinusoidal excitation. For a given signal amplitude the coulomb friction is
approximated as a viscous friction with coefficient

4 Fe
B • - -
d 1f~

Theoretical difficulties arise for the piston speed zero.
This is also the case when stick-slip is considered as one of the friction
components.
As a result of the high hydraulic stiffness the friction forces don~t play
a dominant role in the dynamic behaviour of the BTA. It is therefore not
possible to measure the influence of these forces around piston speed zero.
Due to this fact the stick-slip friction is neglected.
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Appendix D ,Model of the BTA

In section 5.1.1.3 a description is given of the BTA. In this appendix a
non-linear model will be given. Subsequently this model will be linearized.
The transfer function will be derived for two cases, unknown and known
load.
Applying the continuity equation (Merrit 1967,p146) to each piston chamber
yields :

dV 1--+
dt

dV2 ~ dP2
Cip(P1-P2)-Q2 ---+

dt 8 e dt 4
where : C • internal leakage coefficient[m s/kg]

ViP. total volume of the forward chamber (including valves,
1 3

connection lines)[m ] 3
V2 • total volume of the return c2amber [m ]
8
e

• effective bulk modulus[kg/ms ]

In case the BTA is extending the following relations yield (Walters 1967):

0; P - P i

Q1 - C ~~ - s Ld ~'1 1 + 3
p a

(~ > 0)

with a • A2/A
Cd - disc~arge coefficient 3
p • fluid mass density[kg/m ]
w - area gradient[m] 2
PL = P1 - a P2 load pressure[N/m ]

When the BTA is retracting, the equations of flow are (Walters 1967)

Q1 = Q2/ a

Q2 • CdWXvJ~ Ps - :k
p 1 + a '

First we linearize the equations of flow. As a working point is selected
P·O.

L
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P - Ps L
1 + a3

Appendix D ,model of the BTA.

Q1 • Kq1Xv - Kc1
P1

Q2 = Kq2xy + Kc2P2

dQ i- --- = flow gain
dXy

_ dQi
Kci = flow pressure coefficient

dP i

For x > 0 we obtain :
y

For x < 0 we obtain
v

The continuity equations are linearized with Vl • VOl + Alxp
V2 = V02 - AZXp

The linearized continuity equations are :

K x • A
1
sx + (K 1 + C + V01 s/S )Pl -c Pzq1 y p c ip e ip

KqZX
Y

• AZSXp + CipPl - (KcZ + Cip + VOZs/S e)PZ
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Using F - A (P - aP ) two relations are derived for F , one for the case
x >0, tke ot~er1for tSe case x <0. These relations are ~implfied using the

v vfollowing approximations :

This is only true for a • 1.

ZVOZ-V01 a

VOZ=V 01 aThis relation yields

This relation yields
1
.~

a

Z
(1 - a C ). 0

ip

K;l + VOl s IS e
2 Ia Kc1 + vozs Se

aBK~l + V01 s ISe _ 2:
a Zvei'K~l + vozs/ Se
For the force exerted on the load follows :

S1A Xv - sXpF> _~J..... _

L K>ce
A!"""1

>Where Kce
>

Kq1 .t=1
A ava Xv - sXp

Fi --~Ir;------
Kce V01 S

At (i+a)Atee

Where K~e • K~laJa'/(l+a) + cipla

The term A~/Kce is called the hydraulic stiffness (c
h
).

The term V/(ZA~Se) represents the oil compliance (co).

The term K>lx is called the no-load flow as this term representsq v
the flow if F

L
• O.

The equations given above indicate differences in all parameters for the
cases x < 0 and x > O. The model is simplified by assuming that the

v v
variations in the hydraulic stiffness and the oil compliance have a minor
effect on the system response (when the BTA would be symmetric the
hydraulic stifness and the oilcompliance would be constant). This
assumption was verified via simulation of the model (see chapter 7).
For the no-load flow we introduce the so called no-load function.
This function gives the value of the (no-load) piston speed for different
values of x • It can be easily measured at low frequencies (see chapter 6).

vIn fact the no-load function represents, in our case, the non-symmetry of
the BTA. \
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As a model for the BTA we take

F • Q2r(Xy) - sXp
L '11 + cos

with: Qn1(x
v

) • no-load flow function{m/s]
c
h

• hydraulic stiffness{Ns/m]
c • oil compliance{m/N]

o
x • piston position{m]
sP - Laplace operator

When the load of the BTA is known, it is possible to evaluate the transfer
function further. Assume as a load : FL • Mx + Bi + F

p P e

with : M• inertial mass {kg]
B • coefficient of viscious friction[Ns/m]
Fe8 external force[N]
x • piston position{m]

Using th~ BTA model we obtain

1 )26s +
wh

Qn1(Xv) - sXR 2
1 - Ms xp + Bsxp + Fe

ch + coS

For xp follows

Qnl (x,,) - (
x 8

P s( s Z +
ClJh

+ B~ )

The _1.e1ations for wh and aare used for the estimation of the parameters
Co ,ch and B. For Iow frequencies (w« W h) the BTA behaves as a pure
integrator. For higher frequencies the oil compliance becomes important.
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Appendix E ,Model of the vane rotor motor

In section 5.1.2.1 a description is given of the vane rotor motor. In this
appendix a non-linear model will be given. Subsequently this model will be
linearized. The transfer function will be derived for two cases, unlmown
and known load.
The vane rotor motor is a symmetric load. For the flows yield:
Q1 ::::Z Q2

with : Q • flow through inlet.
Q1 • flow through outlet.

2

Define

with Cd - discharge coefficient 3
p - fluid mass density[kg/m J
w - area gradient[m] 2
PL • P1 - P2 loa~ pressure[N/m J
QL • load flow[m I sJ

Each pressure chamber can be divided into two parts, a high pressure part
and a low pressure part. The low and high pressure parts of the different
chambers are thought to be concentrated into one. Applying the continuity
equation (Merrit 1967) to each part yields:

V1 dP1+--
Se dt

where : C
Vim

1

V
2

Se

4
• internal leakage coefficient of the motor[m s/kg]
• total volume of the

3
high pressure parts (including

connection lines)[m ] 3
• total volume of the low pres~ure parts[m ]
• effective bulk modulus[kg/ms J
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Neglecting the fact that the volumes of the high and low pressure parts are
not exactly constant, we take :

V
t

.. V
l

+ V2

dV l d<P m dV2-=0....--.=- -
dt m dt dt

this leads to

dcPm +_Vt dPLQL .. Om -'+ CimPLdt 48e dt

The torque applied to the load is : TL - 0mPL
Now we linearize the equations of flow. As a working point is selected
PL - O.

Q
L

.. K x + K P
Lq v c

dQL
K - .. flow gain

q dXv

dQL
K" • flow pressure coefficient

c dP
L

dcPm Cim Vt dTL0m- + --- TL + - -
dt Om 48eOm dt

Cim + Kc +
Vt dTL 51. d4>m

2 TL 48eO~ -- x--
Om dt Om v dt

The (C +K )/0
1

is called hydraulic compliance -1term the (c ).
im c m h

The term V /(4028 ) represents the oil compliance (c ).
t m e 0

The term K lx is called the no-load flow as this term represents
the flow UqF v. O.
For the no-lokd flow we introduce the so called no-load function.
This function gives the value of the (no-load) flow for different values of
x • It can be easily measured at low frequencies (see chapter 6).

v
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As a model for the vane rotor motor we take

with: Q lex )n v
C
h

c
o

<Pm
s

- no-load flow function[rad/s]
- hydraulic stiffness [Ns/rad]
- oil compliance [radjN]
- rotor position[rad]
- Laplace operator

When the load of the vane rotor motor is known, it is
the transfer function further. Assume as a load : TL -

2with : J - moment of inertia[kgm ]
B - coefficient of viscious friction[Ns/rad]
T - external torque [Nm]e
<P - rotor position[rad]
m

Using the model we obtain

possible to evaluate
J~ +B~ +Tm m e

with

+ B~ )

For low frequencies (w« Wh) the vane rotor motor behaves as a pure
integrator. For higher frequencies the oil compliance becomes important.
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